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must be incorporated into the pattern and mold sizes. Thermoplastic materials
expand and shrink when subjected to temperature changes andwill therefore
experience shrinkageafter cooling. For the controlofsize reduction after form.
ing, the molds are purposely built oversized to compensate for shrinkage. Once
the maker is armed with the correct shrinkage rate for the particularplastic,
building oversized moldswill eliminate most surprises from resulting shrink.
age. This is particularly important when producing mating components that
mustfit together correctly; for example, containers and their lids must have a
snug, snap-actionfit to serve their purpose.

Each particular type of plastic displays its own shrinkage rates, which
should be specified by the specific resin manufactureror supplier. Theshrink.
age rate and its range depend largely on the type of resinand its molecular
weightor blend. For general purposes, a wide range of shrinkage rate can be
used. However,forcritical dimension controls, those numbersshouldbe nar-
rowed down to the actual shrinkage values. Table 1 provides the wide shrink-
age ranges of some of the most popular thermoplastic materials used in
thermoforming.

The shrinkageratesfora critically importantfit should be specified and
when material changesare anticipated, the material shrinkage levels must be
matched betweentheold and new resin supplies. Discrepancies among shrink-
age rates are one of the main causes of improperfitting results between pre-
viously well-fitted parts and put a damper on quick, hastily made material
substitution. It should be noted that some thermoplastic materials can have
such a great shrinkage change thatit may affect the product fill capabilities or
containercapacity of a thermoformed receptacle. Such variationsin shrinkage
mustbe investigated beforefull-scale production is attempted.

In the pattern-making procedure,the patteritself usually represents an
intermediate form of tooling where the pattern should be converted into a
more permanenttype of tooling. Patterns are generally made of wood, such
as gelutong, mahogany, basswood,or sugarpine. These high-quality, uniform-

Table 1 Thermoplastic Shrinkage Rates

Shrinkage range
Material (in.)

ABS 0.004-0.009

Polyester 0.015-0.025
Polyethylene 0.015-0.050
Polypropylene 0.010~-0.025
Polystyrene 0.002-0.006
PVC 0.001-0.006
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grained woodsare idealto workwith for shaping andpiecing togethera pattern
or mold form. Other woodsarejustas usable, but due to their grain irregulari-
ties, the maker must be extremely selective as to what portions of the lumber
are usable. Using a choice wood quality usually provides some saving in the
laborphase ofpattern-making projects. Local wood material availability is also
a guiding factor as to the selection of one type of wood over another.

The wood pattern byitself can be used as a temporary or sample-making
mold. Using wood as a mold material can only be considered temporary. The
wood itselfdoes not keepits original dimensions accurately. Ambient humidity
conditions may decreaseor increase the size of the wood. Since a pattern or
wood mold is made up from several pieces of different grain-line direction,
each piece may acquire a changein its own dimension,causing “stepdown”or
overhangs among the pieced-together components. For that reason, wood
molds should be considered only interim structures. It is also true that wood
materials provide poorheattransfer qualities. In repeated thermoforminguse,
each surface contact between the heated thermoplastic sheet will eventually
raise the wood mold’s temperature to the same heatlevel as thatof the plastic
sheet itself. Since the mold’s retained heat does notallow sufficient cooling
for the plastic to set, the mold will not render any useful quality for further
thermoforming past a certain point. At this point, the operation hasto be shut
downuntil the heat in the wood mold dissipates. This poor heat transfer quality
will never allow reasonably fast cooling times, thus causing long periods of
waiting.

When wood patterns are made for temporary molding purposes only,
they are madelarger than actual size to compensateforthe plastic’s shrinkage.
Whenthe patternsare used for the purposeofcasting to produce the perma-
nent metal molds, additional shrinkage factors must be incorporated. This
additional shrinkagefactoris built into the patterns to accountfor the shrink-
age that takes place when the molten metal cools down. Pattern makers often
use “shrink rules” for this purpose. These special rulers resemble standard
measuring rulers except that a shrinkage factoris built into their calibration.
For example, with styrene materials together with aluminumtool casting, a
“fz-in. shrink ruler is used. This ruler has ’/s2 in. of shrinkage per foot incor-
poratedintoits calibration, The "/s2-in. shrinkage designation combinesa '/,6-
in. allowance for the styrene shrinkage and a */32-in. allowance for the alumi-
num castings shrinkage. Withthis total shrinkage allowance,the actual pattern
is built to oversized with proportionalsize increases that have been distributed
overall of its dimensions.

Whenthe proper amountofshrinkageis notincluded into the mold, the
outcome of the moldingwill be a proportionally undersized part. This is true
especially when copying an existing item where the newly created mold shape
is duplicated directly from an already thermoformedarticle.
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C. Basic Mold Constructions

Oneof the most beneficial reasons for choosing the thermoforming process
over other manufacturing methodsis to make useful plastic products with sub.
stantially lower mold costs. The mold can be made much more easily and from
less costly materials, Both of these factors can be so overwhelmingly advanta-
geousover the tooling costs of other manufacturing methodsthat this alone
often determinesthe choice of the thermoforming process over other process
techniques. The reduction in tooling cost, however,is not the only reasonfor
this choice; the higher output production rates create equally advantageous
benefits.

1. Mold Materials

Making molds for the thermoforming process can be accomplished using a
wide range of materials. Thefirst thing the user has to establish is the size of
the production run. The thermoforming process can be applied feasibly toa
short production run and a “temporary” mold can be used for the job. Long
production runs that produce a high volumeof products need a more durable
and “permanent”type of mold. For either purpose, different mold materials
should be used, and with them, matching related tooling cost can be obtained,
Thelesscostly tooling materials are easier to work with and assemble; however,
their life expectancy and dimensionalstability make them useful only for tem-
porary or short-term molds. On the other hand, specially treated metallic
molds can have substantial “permanence” and years of production longevity
unless premature damageorlack of product sales force them to be shelved.

As mentioned earlier, wood is a popular tooling material for thermo-
forming. Mostpatterns and temporary molds are made of wood; they can be
shaped and workedby all common woodworking tools. Complicated ners
can be put togetherin sections or segments rather than as a single piece, mak-
ing them easier to build. The pieces can be glued, nailed, and screwed to one
another, creating the final structure.

When the woodworking proceduresarefinished, a sealing compound
can be used to coat and protect their outer surfaces. Vacuum holes and air
channels can be built into the wood structures togetherwith metallic threaded
mounting inserts. The use of threaded metal inserts is a good ideaa
frequent screw removalwill wear and damage mounting holes used repeatedly.
In addition to all the aforementioned advantages, wood molds will usually be
subjected to frequent modifications. The ability to make alterations, such as
adding or removing surface patterns, makes wood the ideal material for ex-
perimental mold making. 7

Oneof the drawbacks to wood moldsis their reaction to humidity, which
causes dimensional changes which affect the highly accurate and sensitivé
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mold dimensions. Another, more serious inadequacy is that the wood itself
will retain the heat placed into it by thermoforming. A wood mold quickly
becomesunusable dueto its noncooling tendency. This will force the thermo-
forming operations to shut downuntil the wood mold can cool down. Since
wood is an insulating material, cooling may take several hours and may stop
the operation entirely for the day. This heat buildup in a wood moldis obvi-
ously the direct result of the molding frequency. With fewer moldingcycles,
the heat buildupwill not be as severe or start as soon.

To improve on wood mold qualities and make molds with improved du-
rability, the wood patterns can be convertedinto plaster or epoxy form. These
higher-grade materials provide better dimensional permanency and maintain
their quality over a longerperiod ofuse. The mold’slife expectancy is expanded
togetherwith the length ofoperation. The higherdensities ofplaster and epoxy
make the molds stronger and give them more heat absorbency. The plaster
mold is usually madeof “hydrocal,” a cementlike grade of plaster compound.
The white powdery hydrocalis mixed with waterto create a slurry, which dis-
plays a good liquefied, pourableviscosity. The slurry is poured over the wood
pattern, which is preparedwith a retaining frame surroundingthe pattern
body.Prior to the casting, all exposed surfaces of the pattern and the accom-
panying frames mustbe coated with sometype ofrelease agent. Wax or lacquer
mixed with oil compoundsorsilicon greases provide excellent release after the
hydrocal has set. To avoid a large amountof air entrapment or air bubble
collection, the slurry viscosity is substantially thinned. After pouring the mix-
ture, the entire setup is subjected to vigorous shaking on a vibrator table to
force the bubblesout of the slurry. It might also be placed in a vacuum chamber
to undergo air bubble evacuation. With either method, the trapped and en-
capsulatedair is reduced, making the pouredcasting internally more solid and
with fewer surface imperfections that must be patcheduplater. After the hy-
drocal has set, the pattern and the hydrocal are separated. The hydrocalwill
display a reversed impression ofthe originalpattern.Ifduplication ofthe origi-
nal pattern is desired, a repeated hydrocalcasting is made. Two things must
be remembered whenusing hydrocal. Oneis that a moisture-resistant release
agent must be usedto avoid adhesion ofthe casting to the original pattern or
previously made pattern. The surface bonding can be so severe without the
properrelease agent that any attempt at separationof the two sideswill result
in the destruction of both. The second factor to rememberis that hydrocal
molds must be completely dry before thermoforming is attempted. The heat
generated by the process converts the retained moisture into steam within the
castings and will develop enoughinternal pressure to cause cracking or even
rupture of the molds. After complete drying, the mold can be sealed with a
sealant compound and,if necessary, have pieces inserted or other materials
glued to it. A broken or chipped hydrocal mold can easily be mended or
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patched. Thesize of repairable damage depends on the repairman’s skills and
the thermoformingcriteria encountered. The repairwork may take moreef.
fort than that needed to make another hydrocal casting.

There are toolmakers and pattern shops that prefer to work with epoxy
casting materials. In this type of casting, the water-based castings of the hy-
drocal method are replaced by a non-water-based two-part epoxy chemical
substance. Since wateris not used to create a pourable media,the wood pattern
will not experience the pattern reaction to moisture that it does with hydrocal,
Epoxy will also not produce grain raising and dimensional moisture-related
changes. On the other hand, it may take longerto set up and will generate a
much higherlevel of heat in the setting phase. The higherlevel of heat gen-
eration can be just as destructive or damaging to the pattern as moisture. If
low-melting-point components such as wax filetsare used in the original pat-
terns,they will be melted away,creatingan alterationin the final configuration,
All these factors must be worked outprior to casting. Without the use of a
properrelease agent compound,the epoxy casting material can also lock
against the casting surfaces, and removalwill inevitably result in disaster.

Epoxy molds offer much improved surface details, dimensional stability,
and structuralstrength. Their density and durability make themideal materials
for making low- to medium-production-volume molds. Their dimensionalsta-
bility is excellent and their heat absorbencies are not poor, but they are, of
course, no match for metallic molds. The heat-transferring quality of the basic
epoxy materials can be substantially improved by blending in small metallic
particles. Aluminum powder,pellets, shots, and even needles can be blended
into the epoxy mass. Their purposeis to improve the epoxy’s heat-transferring
qualities and at the sametime, boostits strength. The closely packed metallic
particles tend to allow better heat channeling between the embedded pieces.
Further improvementscan be obtained by embedding cooling lines of metal
tubing. Mold coolantcan be circulated through the tubing to enhance greatly
the material’s cooling ability.

The two-part epoxy materials are usually purchased in premeasuredcans.
When the two compounds are mixed together, they react to form the epoxy
compound. Each epoxy material has a different “potlife,” which is the amount
of time the material takes to set up after mixing. Shorter pot life makes the
casting harden more quickly butallowsless time for the mixing andblending
of the metalfillers. A longer potlife is more advantageousfor getting rid of
the entrapped air bubbles that have worked themselves into the mixture.
Working with epoxy castings does require someskill to achieve choice mold
replicas; such skills are improved when working often with this material. Epoxy
suppliers are usually very helpful and will cometo the aid of the unexperienced
practitioner. Epoxy molds, with their durability, can be considered as produc-
tion-type molds, ideally suited to short to medium-sized production runs. A
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well-constructed epoxy mold can be expected to perform well for up to several
million production units without major breakdown orfailure.

The last group of mold materials are the metallic molds. Metal molds
can be producedout of a wide range ofavailable basic metals or their alloys.
There are two basic methods for shaping metals into a mold configuration.
Metals can beheated,liquefied, and then poured into castings, or they can be
mechanically cut, milled, and turned into the desired shape on regular metal-
working equipment. Metal tools have substantial permanency and therefore
qualify as “permanent” molds. With additional surface treating they can be
made virtually indestructible. Of course, like anything else, if they are sub-
jected to abnormaluseor abusive practices, they can be destroyed. Metal
molds offer the most outstanding heat channeling andheattransferqualities.
This makes them idealas cooling surfaces for the forming of hot thermoplas-
tics. The most popular metal used in the mold making for thermoforming is
aluminum. This metalis ideal becauseit has specifications thatfit the thermo-
forming process best. Aluminum is lightweight and easy to work with on any
common toolmaking equipment.It has one ofthe best heat transfer qualities
among the inexpensive materials. On top of this, aluminum doesnot corrode
easily like steel does, Aluminum’s only shortcomingis thatit is soft and easily
damaged by nicking, scratching, or banging. Otherwise, it is the most ideal
mold material in use today and for that reason is the most commonlyused.

There are other metals used for mold productionthatare not as popular
as aluminum but are demandedbyspecific conditions or situations. Brass or
titanium alloys provide a much stronger mold composition, making them far
more damageresistant than aluminum.Theyarealso less vulnerable to cor-
rosive environments, and tooling made out of them will probably outlast the
life expectancy of most product designs. Tooling madeofsteel or brass alloys
can be chromedornickel plated if the product criteria demandit. They can
also be Teflon coated for helping in the release of the formed articles. The
possible variations of metal mold composition can be as complex and wide
ranging as the thermoforming process itself. Many different materials based
on different concepts and intended purposes canbeused.Innovation in mold-
making technology is a perpetualprocess. In time, more thermoforming ideas
will be developed togetherwith manyvariations of tool-material combinations.

2. Mold-Making Methods

With all the mold materials available, the mold maker has several options.
First, a decision has to be made as to whether a male or female moldis the
correct choicefor the final mold configuration. Second, plans should be made
as to how best to achieve the specific mold features and design as well as the
mold arrangements. Whenall this information has beencollected, the third
critical factor to be determined is how many thermoformedarticles will be
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needed. Having answered all three basic questions, the tooling-up eee
can begin. The numberofarticles neededwill dictate whether the on = to
be used for temporary, short-term, or long-term production. For= =ume
production, molds made of wood,plaster,or epoxy would be the st es
With atleast somebasic pattern-makingskills, simple-configuration molds can
easily be constructed and if necessary, converted from male toae orvice
versa. Sufficient sidewall angles and large radii on the mating su —
minimize the release problems whencasting is produced. It is not possi le to
create negative or reversed draft angles or undercuts in any of the casting’
and attempts to do so will lock the casting and the original Seene
prohibiting their separation. All epoxy and most plaster casts ae 0 : eir
originalsizes after casting; however, there are some unique expandingpri
compounds which,after casting and cast removal, tend to grow in ua a
materials may be capable ofexpandingafter casting to gain some oft A s = .
age allowancesrequiredin plastic production. However, the mo mmaker
should not place too high an expectation on the outcome, and the — ing
plaster should be used with somecaution. The expansion this material expe-
riencesis not in true proportion and some areas may gain satisfactoryae,
of shrinkage compensation, whereas others will not, resulting in some design

Seeeciel earlier, short-run production molds can be made ofwood, plas-
ter (hydrocal), or epoxy materials. A cautionary note: These materials are=
intended to make molds for pressure-forming techniques,as they do notoffer
the structural strength andstability to take the force usually induced uyLs
sure-forming methods. Pressurized moldsreceive on the average 15 to ; -
of pressure; this could turn these moldsinto potential bombs,ae em .
rupture and even explode. No attemptooever be madeto use these weak-ials for pressure-forming methods." ——vs for sheet-fed thermoforming operations can also be made
outoffiberglass materials. This type of mold is usually madeby theone
fiberglass lay-up technique. In this mold-making method, a pattern te
pling shape is used for the lay-up or spray-up of the fiberglass mere : oe
rally, the pattern or modelsurfacesare treated with release agents forS .
separation after the fiberglass sets. Fiberglass molds are generally ma ;boi
thick gel coats to provide strong, solid surface coating; the fiberglass itse a
provide the structural strength. Depending on the mold size, fiberglass a
can have from '/,- to 3/,-in.-thick sidewall members to give sufficient mol ‘a
tegrity for the thermoforming process. The fiberglass material itselfa ,
good heat-absorbing qualities when making surface contact with the hea "
thermoplastic sheet.Its coolingabilities can be improved further by fan- ries
air cooling between the formingcycles. The useoffiberglass molds is=i ;
mostly when large products are thermoformed,such as spas, boats, and larg
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tubs or showerenclosures. The manufacturing speeds and production modes
of these products are well suited to this type of mold structure. Fiberglass
mold-making methodsare also oneofthe mostcost-effective ways to produce
moldsand to obtain duplicate molds from existing articles, For this particular
mold-making procedure, no knowledge or equipmentis needed otherthan the
customary fiberglass technology, whichis easily acquired. Numerousarticles
and booksareavailable on fiberglass form-producing procedures.

Moldsfabricated from anyofthe popular tooling metals can be produced
by one oftwo basic fabricating methods, Metals can either be cast into shapes
or machinedoutofa solid metalblock. In both cases the metal material content
will afford the most durability in strength and long-term servicelife. The high
density of metals provides the best heat exchange rate and therefore the best
efficiency in mold cooling. Of course, depending onspecific thermoforming
criteria, one metal could outperform other metals, which certain metals may
notfunction wellatall. Higher costs can also precludethe use ofcertain metals.

Actual metal moldsconsist of two basic body components: the mold body
and its mounting plates. With metal moldsit is most commonto produce the
mold body out of a softer metal such as aluminum whileits mounting plates
or surrounding frames are made from harder metals, such as steel. However,
it is not inconceivable to choose aluminum for the entire mold construction.
Also, there are molds for which most of the components are made outofsteel,
with portions containing hardenedtool steel segments,

The actual body of the mold, which performsthe thermoforming func-
tion, can consist of just female cavities or just male mold structures orboth.
The complete molding tool consists of the mold body, the mounting structures,
and possibly, elevating “stand-off” legs. Each componentof the mold serves a
specific purpose. ‘The mounting plates provide the mounting surfaces for the
individual mold body or bodies when multi-up mold formats are concerned;
they are also used for mounting the mold to the thermoforming machineplat-
ens. The stand-offs fill and compensatefor distancesthatare left between the
sheetline and the platen’s daylight opening, so the mold can close right at the
sheetline. The two halves of the mold body must meet when the platensclose
and mustdo soin close proximity to the sheetline for ideal forming conditions.
If the mold halves mate out of the sheet’s stretch range from the sheetline,
they will cause unduestrain on the outside edgesof the sheet and may pull it
out of the holding or even causeit to tear. Under- or oversized mold stand-offs
always renderincorrect mold matings and therefore prevent thermoforming.
The correct mold surface elevation to the sheet line should be a part of the
specifications for any thermoforming machine.This distance is established by
Subtracting the combined height of the complete mold body when closed, in-
cluding the base and mountingplate thickness,from the total platen movement
distance. For the purpose of mold weight reduction,the stand-off components
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can be made of aluminum insteadofsteel or can contain a numberoflarge

cutouts. ; ;
In making any metallic mold body, there are two basic manufacturing

techniques. Thefirst consists of making the mold configuration by metal cast-
ing. In the casting ofany metal, a premanufactured pattern is used. The pattern
for any metal-casting procedure can be made with any number of design intri-
cacies together with the necessary shrinkage allowances but cannot contain
undercutor reversed dart angles. As described in Section I.B, the pattern itself
is usually made larger to compensate for both the natural metal cast shrinkage
and the plastic material shrinkage, which occurafter the forming cycle of the
thermoforming.

The varioustypes of casting procedures used for making thermoforming
moldsclosely follow the customary metal-casting methods. The most popular
casting method is the sand-casting procedure.In this type of metalcasting, the
pattern is inserted into fine-grained casting sand within a metal core box and
then rammed down tightly to compact the sand around the pattern into an
almost solid form. The procedure is performed in such a waythat either the
pattern or the core box is made with separating halves—when the pattern is
detailed on both sides—orthe pattern is placed adjacent to a core-box surface
plate—whenthe pattern is flat on one side. In this way the compacted sand
will duplicate only oneside of the pattern. After the sand isrammed, the core
box is opened upandthepattern is carefully removed,creating a female cavity
impression of the pattern. Another core boxis similarly rammed up to carry
eithera flat surface or the details of the remainingside of a two-sided pattern.
The two core boxes are then assembled face to face. Pour-in funnels are cre-

ated in the compacted sandforfilling purposes. When molten metal is poured
into this hollow mold through thefilling funnels, the flowing metalwill fill the
cavity. After several hours of cooling, the poured metalwill solidifyin the
cavity. After removal, the metalwill retain the details of the sand cavity and
duplicate the shape ofthe original pattern. The quality of the resulting sand
castis, of course, directly related to the ability of the maker. The use of fine-
grained sandwill make the surfaces and the details of the castingmore refined.
Skillful placementof the pour funnel andthe risers used to eliminate “sink-
holes”is very important for minimizing warping and distortion of the casting.
Somecastings, depending on their various configurations, will develop more
shrinkageat their heavier, bulkier points, while thinner areas undergo substan-
tially less shrinkage. Addingrisers or body extensions to the heavier areas will
draw the shrinkage from theriseritself instead of at critical body areas. Neu-
tralization of shrinkage and warpage dependson the foundry operator’sskill.
Somefoundries are capable of producing uniform and flawlesscastings, others
produce a high rate of unacceptable castings. Quality castings free of distor-
tions, casting flaws, and surface irregularities are vitally important to the suc-
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cess of thermoforming production. Properly made castings will be consistent
to one another in dimensionsand will require minimalfinishing work. There
are improved metal-casting methods andcasting variations that could further
improve the basic sand-casting methods described here. Such casting methods
use “plastic/rubber”casting techniquesor “permanentmold casting” methods
and in their own way, offer unusual design and quality benefits. However, with
each improved casting method,the costof castingwill rise. The choice ofcast-
ing method should therefore be predicated on the level of quality sought for
the particularjob in order to help keep costs down. Some thermoformed prod-
ucts, because of their material makeup,will display, from onecasting to an-
other, higherlevels of postforming distortions within themselves than those of
sand-casted metal molds.In suchacase, the cast mold body tolerance variation
would befar less than the postthermoforming results, which would indicate
that the casting method to producethe moldsis within a satisfactory tolerance
level. More often than not, the casting method is well within the range of the
thermoforming mold-making criteria and should be given full consideration.

Molds for thermoforming are generally cast of aluminum,butnot exclu-
sively so. Other high-quality metals, such as brass or beryllium alloys, are also
used. Aluminum is the most popular metal becauseofits noncorrosive prop-
erties, light weight, ease of shaping, and excellent heat conductivity. It is also
readily available at reasonable prices. The most popular aluminum alloy used
in thermoforming mold making for casting purposesis No. 356 aircraft alloy.
This alloy is easy to work with becauseit is neither soft nor overly rigid. This
alloy does not require agingorstress relieving and does not readily gum up on
or adhere to the metal-working tools’ cutting edges. There are other metal
alloys, with different characteristics, which can serve other purposes and may
be more advantageousto use. The choiceofalloys and base metals is entirely
up to the thermoforming practitioner, who should maintain a close collabora-
tion with the mold maker,

Any cast mold components, whether female or male, require some ma-
chining andfinishing. The mold arrangementis produced in either a one-up
or a multi-up configuration. Each set of mold units is cast as individual parts
and then fitted and assembled into the common mold format. Eachcasting
represents a single mold unit, and if in the matched mold arrangement, each
will consist of a female casting andits separate corresponding malecastings.
To ensure properseating on the mountingplates and properside-to-side align-
ment betweenthe individualcastings, the mating surfaces must be prepared
and machinedflat and square—as well as parallel to the other mating sur-
face—in orderthat they can be stacked andfitted together to create the com-
bined mold setup. Since the castings do comeoutfrom the foundry with some
degree of distortion and surface flaws,it is always good practice to order two
or three morecastings than the actual mold configuration requires. In this way,
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the toolmakerwill have a numberofcastings from which to select. The castings
will be checkedfor quality and those that contain higher levels of distortion or
critical surface flawswill be rejected.It is also good practiceto finish up one
extra casting for the specific mold configuration and thus make the individua}
castings interchangeable. If any of the castings are damaged in the thermo.
forming process, the available ready-to-mount extra casting could becomea
real “lifesaver.” If any of the nonessential or rejected castings later become
obsolete, they can always be sold back to the foundry for their materialvalue,

Whenanyofthe casting procedures are used to make molds for thermo.
forming, the cast surfaces require some preparation. Even with the finest-qual-
ity sand, the surface of the castwill retain some ofthe roughness of the sand
grains. The surface of the casting must receive some smoothing and surface
refinements.If the casting surface is left as is, the forming plastic will pick up
the surface imperfections and display the same roughness.However, the cast-
ing surface, whenrefined, should not need a complete polishing job. Giving a
high-quality polish to the surface could be just as harmful as leaving it un-
touched. A highly polished mold surface is not only time and laborintensive
and adds unnecessarily to the tooling cost, but actually has an adverse effect
on the mold release of the formed article. After the plastic article is formed,
a highly polished mold surface will result in almost perfect surface contact
between the mold andthearticle. Both surfaces are smooth enoughto create
a contactthatwill not permit air to penetrate between; this creates a vacuum-
like adhesionthat will interfere with release of the plastic article. This inter-
ferencewill remain in effect until the mold surfaceis altered by sandblasting
or other meansofsurface roughening.It is always embarrassing whena highly
polished andvisually attractive mold has to undergo destructive surface coars-
ening to makeit function better.

Whencasting surfaces are worked on for thermoforming molds, knowl-
edge and understanding of the thermoforming process will make the mold
maker’s life easier compared to other mold-making techniques. In thermo-
forming, the heated plastic sheet forms only over male protrusions and into
cavities that haveair relief channeling. With any captive cavity that cannot rid
itself of the encapsulatedair that develops between a mold surface pit and the
forming plastic sheet, the plastic tends to bridge over the cavity and not con-
form to the pits. Armed with this knowledge, the toolmaker should remove
and smoothoutthe high points of the casting surface but need not work into

the pitted surfaces to polish them out completely.If not overly heated or a
cessively forced by the formingforces, the thermoplastic sheetwill bridge ;
pitted mold surfaces and comeout of the mold with a smooth, glasslike r
ish. The samesurfacecriteria will exist with any of the machined molds, 7
the highly polished finish is just as undesirable with them as with the caste
molds,
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Moldsfor thermoformingare often made by machine shops on milling
machines, lathes, and other customary metalworking equipment. With this
type of mold making, tool and die makers will be able to keep tighter dimen-
sional control and far more uniformity among the cavities. In addition, an
individualtool shop can have sole manufacturing and financial domination of
the entire mold-making project. A mold maker using machining methods to
make the mold doesnot haveto get involved with pattern makers ora foundry,
which would force a division of the mold-making profits among the shops.
However, mold makers who attempt to make the molds by one method only
cannotoffer the variousoptionsofdifferent methods, perform diversified tool-
making, or provide a wide rangeofprice options. In someinstances the ther-
moforming plastic can have far more dimensional distortion by itself than a
metal casting would develop. In such cases the casting method is the most
satisfactory and economical mold-making method. On the other hand, where
the thermoformed products demand outstanding dimensional control from
one thermoformed productto another and such consistency is required fora
large numberofmold duplications, the mold makingwill rely on the machined
quality mold-making technique.

The machined mold-making proceduresbasically follow all the custom-
ary metal machining techniques andare produced onthefamiliar milling, cut-
ting, sawing, and lathe equipment. The moldsare usually cut out of a block of
metal which has been selected and purchased for that purpose. They are then
subjected to machining, which removesall the excess material, The machine
cutting and milling are usually done on a standard mill press using metal-cut-
ting tools thatin the milling process create metal shavings and chips. The block
of metal is set up on the milling machinetable, which movesin two orthree
axis directions. The depth ofthe cutting is usually guided by the rotating bit
length and bythe mill-head distances from the mill table. The movement of
the milling table can be guided by an operator or through a computerized
equipmentsetup. The actual milling of the metal, whether done manually or
tun by automated equipment, is always made gradually, in layers, with the

_ Cutaway ending up as an accumulationof metal shavings. The outside surfaces
Of the mold are milled with the usual multiple passes by the cutting tooluntil

the desired shape and dimensions are reached. At the same time, the inner
cavity milling is made by “hogging” out the entire inner cavity of the metal
piece. To develop specific cavity contours or radii, special cutting tools are
produced for the milling. When specified radii are required for the specific
inner corners ofa cavity, special cutting tools are groundfor that radius so that
the milling machine can cutto the exact corner form desired.Forflat sidewalls,
the milling machine makesa pass on thesurface;for a ribbed pattern, the mill

_ Will cut indentations at preprogrammedintervals. Automated milling machines
| an be set up in a robotic way such that the cutting tool follows a preprogrammed
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path. With automatic milling machines, the entire mold configuration—even
in a multi-up mold arrangement—can be cut out of a single piece of metal,
Making thermoformingtoolsoutof a single piece of metalis preferred by tool
shops butis notin the best interests of the thermoformer. Certainly,it iseasy
to carve tooling outof a single block of metal using today’s automated milling
machines. However,ifany damage should occurin the thermoforming process,
tool repair can result in a lengthy production shutdown.Forthis reason, a mold
assembled from several pieces is a better arrangementfor the thermoformer,
because the damaged segmentcan be replaced. The segments can be joined
so well that no discernible matinglines will be visible. Althoughrare, there are
mold configurations that cannot be machined out of a single block and are
therefore either madewith an insert or put together from several components,
For that reason, when a single mold unit is pieced together, the adjoining
surfaces must be madeperfectly or else be made so that the design pattern

hides the mating lines. Usually, the corner mating lines or incorporated rib
patterns can provide good concealment for adjoining surfaces. Any misalign-
ment between the components will show up on the formedarticle. This may
not jeopardizeits functioning but can render either a poor appearanceorre-
veal its mold construction to a competing thermoforming processor.

The machine mold construction, whetherin a single mold unit or multi-

up mold arrangements made from pieces or fromasingle block of metal,is
made according to the customary metal machining procedure. Qualified metal
machining knowledgeis required for cutting and milling metals and mold pro-
duction. Any mistakes madein the metal shaping will be transferred into the
plastic through the thermoforming process. For most machined thermoform-
ing molds, aluminum alloys are the most popular material. Again, aluminum
is easy to work with, is lightweight, and has excellent heat transfer abilities.
However, occasionally brass or brass and beryllium alloys are employed. These
exotic and higher-grade metals are frequently justifiable because of their high-
er resistance to corrosion and surface damage. The machined thermoforming
tools obtain a higher-quality surface finish than those madebycasting.

There are no standards that could be given for suitable surface rough-

ness.It is always dependenton the specific thermoforming application and the
smoothness requiredin the resulting products. The surface finishes produced
by the various machining methodsvary over a wide range. Specifying certain
metal-working equipment does not guarantee the same surface finish from

shop to shop. Table 2 provides a comparison of surface roughness ranges ob-
tainable by the various metalworking methods. Because of the various factors
that can affect the surface finish produced by a given machining operation,
each shopwill provide slight differences in surface finish.It is betterto specify
surface roughness designation and measurement numbers thanspecific equip-
ment. As the chart illustrates, an average mill finish will carry 125 rms, while
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Table 2 Obtainable Surface Roughness (RMS)
Micrometers (4m) {microinches (win.

50 25 12.5 6.3 3.2 18 608 ©6004

 
 

Process {2000} [1000]  [500} {250] [125] {63} [32] [16]
Sawing couunnanes sNevccnus
Sandcasting paennesenn seuevcscvcee
Permanent Sceuv enue mm esennennoa

mold casting
Milling CPCS R PORN OE ese eosnepee
Drilling 9 0W00G5 Ka venNACSa nawvea'
Laser Sen eee ene 8 oeeeeeoe
EDM Fee CReCet essREgeno DROA
Grinding 900020008000Hemme
Polishing 0¢eensene seeneee

smoothening canrefine the surface to 30 rmsorbetter. With a profilometer
or tracer instrument, the surface differentiations can easily be established and
the finished surface can be made to match most specifications. A surface finish
between 30 and 50 rmsis smooth enough to work with and permits passage of
air between the mold surface and the formedplastic for easy removal. As for
inner body imperfections, these will probably not be found in machined tool-
ing. The minimum radiusor taper angle of the cutting should not originate
with the mold maker. Mostspecifications requestedcan be produced, and any
limiting factors for those specifications should come from the thermoforming
practitioner. Errors made dueto overly specified criteria are discussed later
in the chapter. The details of actual metalworking proceduresare too involved
to include here. For further information on these subjects, metalworking or
machining publications should be consulted.

3. Mold Venting (Air Displacement)

Molds madeofany ofthe materials or mold-making methods described pre-
viously must havesufficient venting holes to be functionalin the thermoform-
ing process. Throughthese holes, either vacuum orair pressure (or both)is
introduced for the purpose of forcing the heated thermoplastic against the
mold configuration. The vent hole placementin the moldsis one of the most
critical aspects of the molds; without them, the moldsare not functional and
the entire thermoforming procedure may bedisabled.It is through these vent
holes andtheir interconnected channels and plumbingsystem thatthe forming
forces will be introduced andwill force the heated thermoplastic to conform
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against the mold surfaces. The location and numberof vent holes are as im-
portantastheir size. In the case of a multi-up mold configuration, the inter.
connection betweenthe individual moldsisjust as significant as the connection
ofthe first mold to the forming source. The vent hole functions and theactions
of forming were discussedin Section I of Chapter 3. The holes placed into the
mold must be interconnected by channels in the back side of the mold that
travel all the way back to a common plumbing system that connects to the
source of the forming force. In the case of a vacuum,the source is a vacuum
pump;with pressurizedair, the sourceis an air compressor. Theplumbing and
all the channeling mustbe leakproof and be provided with flexible hoses that
will not restrict the mold’s reciprocating movement. At thesame time,the total
powerofthe formingforce canbe fully realized atthe individual mold surfaces,
There should be no flow reduction that would restrict the forming powerbe-
tween the mold and the source ofthe forming force. The errors usually made
in this specific area of thermoforming are addressed in Section IV.

The placementof ventholes in a mold is done mostly by drilling. If the
mold is cast out of epoxy materials, there is a good chance that instead of
drilling, the holes can be cast right into the mold. The technique for making
cast-in holes involves the use of small pieces of “piano wire” (hardened steel
wire) cut into proper lengths, which are then partly hammered into the pattern
surface, which will create an embodiment resembling a porcupine. The wires
and pattern surface are well coated with a release agent (e-8., Vaseline) prior
to epoxy application. After the epoxy has set, the protruding wires are pulled
outof the epoxy cast and the pattern, leaving holes in the casting. The diameter
of the wire determines the hole sizes. The determination of the number and
location of the holes should follow the commonpractices used in typical ther-
moforming mold construction.

Vent holes are usually drilled with the help of power tools, which are
either hand held or bench mounted. Theactualdrilling is done using common
industrial drill bits. It is also possible that instead ofdrilled holes, the mold
bottom is madeofa separate piece whichafterinstallation leaves a narrow slot
around its perimeter. Such a narrow gapcanalso be used for air movement.

a. Ventholesizes: Tobeginwith, the thermoformingpractitioner must
establish the maximum holé sizes that the thermoforming process can best
handle. The larger the hole size, the greater the forming force that can be
introduced through the holes. However, the larger holes can leave marks on
the thermoformedarticle. In most instances, a buttonlike mark will be made
by the oversized holes, giving an unacceptablefinish to the plastic article. For
this reason the mold maker must reduce thesize of the holes drilled in the
mold. Theotherfactor in these buttonlike imperfectionsis the thermoplastic
sheet thickness, The thinner materials can form into the smaller holes much
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more easily and therefore will be more visible than the heavier-gauge sheet
materials. It has also been found through industry experience thatdifferent
thermoplastic materials offer differentlevels of sensitivity, and some are more
likely than others to pick up vent-hole patterns from a mold. Armed with this
knowledge, only general guidelines can be given as to the correct choice of
hole sizes. For particularly sensitive materials, nothing but the minimum dril-
lable hole size should be used.Table3 lists the selection of functionaldrill sizes
for thermoforming.It is always easierto drill with a largerdrill bit. However,
there is less chance of obtaining unsightly button markingswith thefinerdrill
bits. Since the appearance of unwanted markingis closely related to the ther-
moplastic material thickness,it is acceptable to use a measure ofhalf of the
original material thickness as a guide for the maximumdrill size selection. This
is a good rule of thumb forsufficiently thick materials. When dealing with
extremely thin sheet material or foamed materials, a No. 80 drill bit is the best
size. The use ofsuch a small bit can add greatly to the cost of vent-hole making
because the bits break easily and their replacement cost is high. Unskilled
personnelusing these bits can easily run up costs abovetheir actual wages.

Table 3 Drill Size Charta

Fractional Wire Decimal Fractional Wire Decimal
size drills gauge equivalent size drills gauge equivalent
(in.) drills (in.) (in.) drills (in,)Fepplegeeeapet

80 0.0135 1/32 66 0.0330
719 0.0145 65 0.0350

64 0.0360

1/64 — 0.0156 63 0.0370
78 0.0160 62 0.0380
77 0.0180 61 0.0390
76 0.0200 60 0.0400
75 0.0210 59 0.0410
74 0.0225 58 0.0420
73 0.0240 57 0.0430
72 0.0250 56 0.0465
71 0.0260

70 0.0280 3/64 — 0.0469
69 0.0292 55 0.0520
68 0.0310 54 0.0550

53 0.0595
1/32 _ 0.0312

67 0.0320 1/16 ms 0.0625aa
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Figure 77 Mold with correct vacuum hole placement: (1A) forming begins satisfac-
torily; (1B) full detailed formingis made. Mold with incorrect vacuum hole placement:
(2A)forming will begin equally well; (2B) centrally located holes covered by forming
plastic with some trapped air behind.
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b. Vent-hole locations: The second criterion in mold making is the
choice of vent-hole locations. To achieve the utmostdetail transfer from the
mold to the formed plastic, all of the mold’s inner air space must be evacu-
ated by either vacuum ordisplacing pressure forces. Since there should be no
trappedairleft between the mold surface and theplastic, air must be removed
from the vital cavity areas through the holes. Eachhole is connected to the
main evacuating chamberand consequently,either to a forming powersource
(vacuum or air pressure) or in some cases for proper venting, to the open
atmosphere. For ideal air removal, venting holes must be placed along the
corners as well as the bottom and sidewall intersections andalso into all ribbing
andstiffening detail structures. Holes must even be placed into the engraved
patterns andlettering. To gain good detail transfer from the mold, every con-
ceivable bit of trapped air must be removed from between the forming plastic
and the mold surface. In this important effort, it is best to treat every mold
configuration as a different and individual case where proper preplanning in
the hole placement can create an enormous difference. Improperly placed
holes (those placed only in a central location, for example) can be rendered
useless by the partially forming plastic sheet plugging theholes and trapping
the remaining air inside the mold. Figure 77 shows the importance of hole
placementinto cavity corners forfull forming developmentin a thermoformed
plastic part.

The samecriteria exist with engraved lettering in a thermoformedprod-
uct. For good legibility, each individualletter, dependingonits configuration,
must have one or morevent holes. Details of undercut or reversed-draft-angle
forming are also very dependent on proper vent-hole placement andsatis-
factory air removal. Poor vent-hole placementor a weakairflow rate canre-
duce the effectiveness of undercuts.

c. The numberofvent holes ina mold: The ideal location ofventholes
to be placed in a mold involves a large numberofholes within the mold struc-
ture, To further enhance the speed andquality of the particular thermoform-
ing process, promptness in air evacuation is very important. With either vac-
uum orair pressure, such evacuation mustrely on those holes,and their size
or numbercan greatly influence air movement. The hole size is already cur-
tailed by the thermoplastic sheet thickness to minimize the unwanted impres-
sion transfer from the holes. Therefore, the only remaining enhancementpro-
videdis an increase in the numberofholes.

To determine the numberof holes needed in a mold, the mold’s volume

capacity has to be established. This value actually represents the air displace-
mentthatwill take place when thermoformingis performed. On simple geo-
metric shapes,it is easy to calculate the mold’s displacement value. However,
with complicated or irregular shapes, the calculation is not as easy. The values
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are estimated either by approximating the dimensions to the nearest simple
shape, or for closer determination, the mold cavity area can befilled with
free-flowing materials (i.e., bird seed, bean bag foamfillers, etc.), Such meas-
urement techniques can help the practitioner arrive at the correct displace-
mentvalues, In the case of multi-up molds, the value can be factoredto cal-
culate the entire mold area. The actual mold displacement value shouldfirst
be matched with the vacuum pumpcapacity. If the vacuum pump does not
have the necessary volume capacity in gallons per minute,it will either have
to be upgraded with a larger-capacity vacuum pumpor the pump can be cou-
pled with a second pump. Whena very large amountofair is removed from
the mold,a “surge tank” can be coupled to the vacuum pumpunit. Theprin-
ciple behind the surge tankis that a smaller pumpwill be able to evacuate the
surge tank when novacuumis called for. Then, whenthe actual forming cycle
takes place, the emptied tank will provide the necessary evacuation capacity
to create the vacuum. Between forming cycles, the vacuum pumpis given
enough timeto reestablish full vacuum capacity in the surge tank.

Thenext factorto be established is the diameter of the vacuum outlet of
the pump. This pipe diameter must matchthe rest of the plumbing. Any re-
striction in the plumbinglineswill cause a drop in the vacuum forces, creating
a bottleneck. Furthermore, the plumbing pipe cross section should first be
divided by the numberofindividual molds (ups) and then again by the chosen
drill-bit cross section. This calculation is expressed by the formula

* + D = numberofvent holes required per moldunit
in whichPis the pipe cross section, U the numberofups in a mold, and D the
drill-bit cross section. For example, how manyventholes should be drilled in
a mold cavity with a six-up mold arrangement, a 1-in. plumbing line, and a
'/-in. vent-hole size?

2 2

ony xm (oo?) |
This formula gives the minimum numberofholes needed to match the pump’s
vacuum forces within each cavity.It is always a goodpractice to add 25% more
holes to compensatefor any holes that might plug up in the course of produc-
tion. Depending onthe holesize as well as prevailing plant conditions and the
length of production runs,it is not unusual to have a large numberofholes
becomeinoperative through airborne dirt, lint, and moisture combined with
corrosion residue.

Whenthe design features of the mold do not require maximum vacuum
forces, a simplegate valveinstallation in line between the pumpand the mold
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can reduce the vacuum force to satisfactory levels. Such valves not only provide COMPRESSED AIA
the neededflow control, but also the necessary adjustments for fine tuning of
the vacuum force.

The number of holes used becomes even morecritical when pressure
forces are used. Pressure forming is not only more forceful than vacuum form-
ing but is also produced much morequickly. Straight vacuum forming (reach-
ing a maximum 29.92 in. Hg) produces a forming force equivalent to 14.7 psi
pressure forming. Most pressure forming, on the other hand,is performed
between 50 and 100 psi. Table 4 compares vacuum andpressure force levels.
Whenhigherlevels of incoming pressure force are applied against the ther-
moplastic sheet, the trapped air on the otherside of the sheet must be ejected
or evacuated equally fast. Any restriction in the trapped air outflow can just

 

 as easily interfere with the incoming pressure and can jeopardize the outcome
of the thermoforming procedure. (The causeandeffects of overpowered pres-
sure forming were detailed in Section V.B of Chapter 2.) Overpowered pres-
sure-forming results, coupled with restricted evacuation flow, can result in
trapped air pockets within the mold cavity (Figure 78).

Table 4 Conversion Table: Vacuum to Pressure

Vacuum (in. Hg) Pressure (psi) Vacuum (in. Hg) Pressure (psi)

5.00 2.45 18.00 8.66
6.00 2.94 18.36 9.00
6.12 3.00 19.00 9,32
7.00 3.43 20.00 9.81
8.00 3.92 20.40 10.00
8.16 4.00 21.00 10.30
9.00 4.42 22.00 10.79

10,00 4.91 22.44 11.00
10.20 5.00 23.00 11.28
11.00 5.40 24.00 11.77
12.00 5.89 24.48 12,00
12.24 6.00 25.00 12.27
13.00 6.38 26.00 12.76

14.00 6.87 26.52 13.00
14,28 7.00 27.00 13.25
15.00 7.36 28.00 13.74

oe re Eee Figure 78 Overpressurized forming condition: (1) incoming pressure force; (2) un-
17.00 8.34 79.92 14.70 dersized or small numberof vent/vacuum holes; (3) restricted vent/vacuum channel;

 
(4) trapped air pockets.
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1/8 3.5 3.97 4.34 4.68 5.30 6.07 6.72 7.86 8.98 10.1 113 12.4 13.5 14.7 16.9 19.2 21.4 23.7 26.0 28.2 30.5

1/16 0.77 0.89 0.99 1.09 1.17 1.32 1,52 1.68 1.96 2.25 2.53 2.81 3.10 3.38 3.66 4.23 4.79 5.36 5.92 6.49 7.05 7.62

1/32 0.194 0.223 0.248 0.272 0.293 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.49 0.56 0.63 0.70 0.77 0.84 0.92 1.06 1.20 1.48 1.62 1.76 1.911.34
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Table5AirEvacuationFlowRates*
Gauge pressure (psi) 120
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For determinationof the ideal numberofventholes in a pressure-form-
ing model,it is always a good idea to provide moreholes than would normally
be used in the vacuum-forming technique. If a mold does not have enough
ventholes, the deficiency will show upin the formingresults eitherin the part’s
appearanceorin slower forming conditions. To estimate air evacuation from
the mold and consequentflow ratesat various pressure levels, Table 5 should
be consulted. For determination of the individual mold evacuation rate, a con-
solidated hole measurementfigure should be calculated.

Smaller holes do not necessarily need to be drilled through the entire
bulky mold body. In fact, such drilling is not only time consuming and very
difficult but the long, narrow opening can plug up more readily. In mostin-
stances the mold makerwill mill out a large portion of the back side of the
mold,creating an air chamberorinterconnected air channels. A larger-diame-
ter drilling can be made from the back side, to as close as '/;¢ to '/s in. from the
forming surface, The location of this larger hole is then mechanically trans-
ferred to the mold face to implementdrilling by the smaller drill bit in the
properlocation.In this way, the tiny holes need only be drilled through a very
thin mass,yetwillstill lead, by way of the larger holes, to the main air chamber,
The larger air channels leading up to the fine holes can provide better flow
rates, less chance of plugging, and therefore longerservice life for the molds.
However, any machining done on the backsides of the mold for the purpose
of air chambercreation orair channeling should not substantially reduce the
mold’s surface contact with the cooling base, therefore reducingits heat ex-
change qualities.

li. MOLD TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

In the process of thermoforming, the mold has to perform double duty. The
first function of the moldis to provide shapingfor the plastic. The second, and
equally important functionis to absorb the heat of the formedplastic in order
that the plastic can firm into its newly acquired shape. In any of the rapidly
produced thermoforming cycles, the heatedplastic will come in contact with
the mold more frequently than otherwise. Throughoutthe vigorously repeated
cycle, the moldbyitself, or together with the thermoforming machineplatens,
cannotdissipate the mold’s acquired heat. Without cooling, heat will accumu-
late in the molds and will eventually reach the same heatlevel as that of the
forming thermoplastic sheet. Moldsthat get hot enough to match the tempera-
ture of the incoming heated thermoplastic sheet cannot provide cooling after
the forming cycles. This will render the thermoforming process useless and
ultimately force it to shut down. Toregain the cooling effects of the mold, the
mold (orat least the contacting mold base plate) must receive some type of
effective cooling that promptly reduces the mold’s temperature. An auxiliary
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cooling method in continuous, rapidly repeated production will maintain mold
temperatures throughout the entire operation. Any auxiliary cooling method
must be adjustable to increase or decrease its effectiveness. Adjustmentsin
cooling must provide a wide range of temperatures to maintain any desired
mold temperatures for the specific thermoforming process, The fewerthe con-
tacts made betweenthe heatedsheet and the mold,theless will be the cooling
demand on the mold. A higher numberof repeated contacts, on the other
hand,will increase the importance of the cooling aspects of the mold.

In someinstances the entire thermoforming operation can be managed
without auxiliary mold cooling. The formedarticle’s heat can be dissipated
through the mold and into the thermoforming machine platens and frame
structures. In addition, part of the heat is eliminated through the formedarticle
surface into the ambient environment. This type of cooling can be enhanced
further by fan-forced air cooling. Ventilator fans can be placed abovethe form-
ing area andare usually operated only when cooling is needed, being turned
off in subsequent phasesof the cycle. The fans should notface the ovenarea,
as this would create an artificial and undesirable draft. The fans should operate
only within the cooling-time segment after the completion of forming. If the
ambientair is too warm to cool the plastic effectively, low-volume-outputfog-
producing units can be positioned in front of the fans directly in the path of
the air movement. The fog is created by a small orifice on the fog maker and
ordinary city water pressure andis instantly vaporized uponair contact. The
vaporization, with its normal heat-reducing characteristics, will reduce the air
temperature, and the needed cooling effects are now provided.

Whenhigher humidity conditions prevail, the method is obviously less
effective than it would otherwise be.In fact, if not totally vaporized, the fog
can produce moisture on the surrounding surfaces. The same adverse effects
can be encountered with a higher outputlevel from the foggers or sprinklers.
For the best fog creation, greenhouse equipment suppliers should be con-
tacted. These companies offer foggers with volume output rates as low as '/2
to */, gallon of water per hour. Anything more than this can create unwanted
wetness, which can drench and damage the equipment and can cause heavy
rusting of the thermoforming machinery.

There is one more option for cooling improvement, which can be imple-
mented when fan or blower forced air cooling is employed. But beforeit is
explained, the two most common errors must be discussed. One ofthe basic
errors is found in the fan or blower location. The fans or blowers are often

found right above the molding area, and usually located close to or above the
oven’s edge. Sometimesthis location is chosen because of lack of a mounting
place or just to try to avoid unwanted air movementinto the oven. The excuse
of the unwanted draft avoidance I can accept; however, whenthis spotis cho-
sen,it is most likely the hottest area of the entire plant. We all know that hot
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air rises and will accumulate near the overhead area ofthe plant. Evenif the
plant has a high ceiling structure the heatedair will rise and accumulate and
very quickly will fill that upper space with hotair. Blowingthis hot air onto the
plastic is not an efficient way to cool a freshly produced part. Usually cooling
will take longer and that extra time always increases the cycle time and ad-
versely affects the economyofthat particular thermoforming.In case the extra
cooling demandis ignored, and formed articles are removed before full cooling
has taken place,it will jeopardize the quality outcome. Mostlikely the inade-
quately cooled part will develop a warpage and postmold-distortions.

The second area of errors is made when the thermoformeris aware of

the poor cooling results and concludes that more air movement (power) is
needed to accomplish the cooling task. To remedy the presumed undercooling
or the drawn-outcooling time, the decision is made to add morefansor blowers
to the units already installed. They will attempt to increase the number of
cooling motorsorincrease their air volume capabilities by horsepower. Some-
times yousee notonly doubling, but quadrupledunits installed to provide the
desired cooling. Just because there is a lot more noise of air rushing, it may
not be necessary that better air movementis achieved and with it improved
cooling is accomplished.First ofall, the ambientair temperature has not been
corrected and whenitis hotit will not doafirst rate job of cooling. With the
presumedincreased air movement,it is believed cooling can be accomplished
with ease. But, what actually happensis the rushingair quicklyfills the molded
part’s cavity and forms an impenetrable domeoverthepart, so that no addi-
tionalair can enterontotheplastic surfaces.It is almost like an invisible dome
cover over the formed part, that prevents any further heat exchange to take
place. As the fans or blowersfill the cavity all cooling will stop and cannot force
moreair into the part. I have seen from timeto time installation of as many as
six to nine blowers with substantial horsepower,andstill not doing an adequate
cooling job.

It is mandatory to have sufficient airflow in to and out from the formed
article to achieve the mostefficient cooling. Fewer fans or blowers movingair
in a well directed flow patternis better than blowing air against each otherthat
diminishes the developmentofan air breeze. Ofcourse in the effort ofachiev-
ing an ideal flow pattern the practitioner also must watch that there is no
“shadow”effect left where air movement is blocked. This blockage or “sha-
dow”is usually found in the cooling of large tublike product configurations,
where the nearestwall, under the fan, just does not receive cooling air, due to
the angle at which the fan blowsthe air, and misses that particular portion of
the wall.

To create the mostideal solution for a rapid and thorough cooling ofthe
formedarticle often times we should search for.a colder sourceofair. Since
the ambient temperatureofthe plantis already too hotto satisfactorily use for
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efficient cooling, it may be necessary to look for other sources of colderair,
One way to reduce the temperature of the air is to use fog producers which
spray a very fine fog like mist into the blowing air stream. The waterasit is
sprayed immediately vaporizes and in a low ambient humidity condition can
have substantial cooling effect on the air surge. This may reduce theair current
temperature by 10°-15°F or even more, depending on the prevalent ambient
air’s humidity. The negative effects of such a system is thatit only works when
and where low humidity conditions are present. The other badside effect of
this can be found when misters and not fog producers are used and its spray
output rates are much higher. Fog producers emit '/, gallon of water per hour
versus misters that emit about three times as much,i.¢., 1-1'/. gallon of water
per hour. Heavy spraying will make everything wet and very soonall iron parts
will show signs of corrosion and rusting.

To obtain an even better solution for efficient cooling for the thermo-
formed article one may not have to look any further than the source of outdoor
air. Often the outside air temperatureis significantly lower than the inside
plant’s air temperature. This mayexist even at the height of summer,ofcourse
depending on the geographic location. To draw air from outside into the plant
and channelit to the right place wherethe cooling is needed,will require some
duct works. This can be accomplishedeasily by using standard ducting used by
air condition and heating professionals. General purpose air blowers can be
installed on the rooftop, right above the thermoforming machines and theair
is ducteddirectly over the area where the part cooling is done. The duct should
channel the outside coldair all the way down to the formed part and should
exit the ducting in a central location of the mold, allowing it to flow into or
over the formed part without any airflow restriction. If normal flow is main-
tained a continuous cooling will be accomplished. In case a deep drawn female
part is to be cooled, the duct system can be extended by a flexible accordion-
like ducting, which retracts upward when cooling is no longer needed. Of
course, powerto the bloweralso has to be cut off at the “no cooling” times.
By lowering the duct work, actually lower than the sidesof the article,it will
insure not only good cooling but permits excellent air movement and escape-
mentfrom the cavity as well. The constantair movementand the cooler outside
air should besufficient for the most ideal cooling. With this forced outdoorair
cooling it should reduce cooling time to the shortest time limits one can anti-
cipate with any air cooling method.

The utmost preciseness and speed in cooling of a thermoformedarticle
can best be accomplished through the mold surface. To provide both accuracy
and rapid repetition in the cooling cycle, the natural dissipation of temper-
atures must be made aggressively. This accelerated heat removal from the
mold can be providedonly by the circulation of coolantfluids within the mold
body.
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In the thermoforming process, a mold referred to as a “cold” mold is not
necessarily chilling to the touch. The neutral temperature zone (neither cold
nor hot) is always consideredat the heatlevels of the forming thermoplastic
sheet. Mold temperatures lower than those of the softened plastic sheet are
labeled “cold,” and mold temperatures above the neutral zoneare called
“hot.” For example, molds with an operating temperature range of 120 to
180°F or more canbereferred to as cold moldsas long as the forming tem-
peratures ofthe plastic sheets are at higher levels. With mold temperatures
that are closer to the forming sheet temperatures, the cooling cycle time must
be extended further than with colder temperature molds. Anyplastic article
thatis not sufficiently cooled due to improper mold temperatures or prema-
ture removal from the mold can develop deformations anddistortionsasit
cools withoutproperphysical support of the mold. Such thermoformedarticles
can develop unusable andunsightly distortionsin time, well after their removal
from the mold. On the other hand, for ideal thermoplastic sheet stretching,
molds kept on the warm side would work more effectively, allowing better
material distribution in the formedarticles.

A. Mold Cooling

The accumulated heat in the mold’s body must be removed for the mold to
provide its full cooling functions for final setting of the plastic article’s new
shape.To achieve sucha task, the mold temperature must be maintained below
the softened sheet temperatures. The greater the temperature spread between
the forming sheet and the mold, the shorter the cooling time that will be
needed. However, exceptionally cold mold surfaces can produce premature
setting, causing poor forming details or even undesirable and unevenstretch-
ing in the forming. When uneven stretching is encountered due to the overly
chilling effects of the mold, the formingresults will show considerably reduced
stretching at the contact areas.In contrast to these prematurely set areas, the
uncontacted areas of the sheet will undergo relatively greater stretching and
with it, excessive thinning. Most “chill marks” can be causedby overly cooled
molds causing a step-down (reduced gauge) at the border ofthe contact area.
Chill marks or“chill lines” are measurable by a thickness gauge and can easily
be seen as a line on the surface of a thermoformedarticle—an objectionable
flaw. In an effort to eliminate unwanted chill marks, one of the steps that can
be taken is not to let the mold become too cold. Another improvement to
minimize such unwantedaffects is discussed in SectionII.B.

It is a well-accepted practice for the mold to receive sometypeofauxiliary
cooling in higher-speed thermoforming productions.In almostall instances, the
mold, or at least the mold base, is equipped with built-in cooling channels
through whichliquid coolant flows. The source of cooling can be provided by
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a closed-loop mold temperature control unit or from a centralized cooling.
water source. In either case, cooling is accomplished through the circulation
ofcoolantfluids. The general makeupofthese fluids is mostly water with some
chemical treatment, used mostly to inhibit corrosion. A glycol-base chemical]
can be addedto the wateras an antifreeze agent.It is rare but notatall incon-
ceivable that a Freon formulation will be used in a closed-loop cooling system,
The purpose behindanyfluid cooling method is to absorb the heatinside the
mold and with the flow of the coolant, carry the heat away from the mold
structures,

The first requirementin utilizing this type of cooling is to provide suffi-
cientflow for the coolant. The cooling fluids must be circulated with a pumping
force that causesthe liquid to move in and out of the mold body. The coupling
of the plumbing system between the mold and the outside source ofthe cool-
ing is usually made through flexible hoses. The plumbing lines are usually
equipped with shutoff valves aheadof the juncture with the hoses in order to
arrest the cooling fluid flow when the molds are removed and changedin the
machine.It is also customary to use quick-disconnecting couplings for ease in
fluid-line separation. The shutoffvalvesinstalled in both the in- and outflowing
ports have another purpose in addition to cutting off fluid flow during mold
changes. Oneof the valves can also be usedas a flow regulator to reduce or
increase the flow of the coolant fluids, rendering less or more cooling to the
molds. Only the outgoing valve should be used as a control. The incomingfluid
valve should remain fully open during the operation.In fact,it is highly advis-
able to paint the outgoing valve bright blue to eliminate confusion and the
possible errorof using the wrongvalve for the flow control. Efficient and uni-
form cooling can be provided only with a fully filled mold cooling system. Air
pockets and air bubble formation created inside a mold body preventthe sys-
tem from providing sufficient cooling. For this reason, the incoming valve
should not be used as a flow regulator. The fluid inside the mold must be
circulated at a sufficient rate to prevent it from warming up and decreasing
the efficiency of mold cooling.

The second requirementin this type of cooling method is closely related
to the fluid flow rate. The flow pattern of the coolant placed into a mold must
be designed with ingenious planning to maintain a uniform temperature
throughout the mold body. If this requirement is not met, the mold will be
cooler where the coolant enters and warmer where the used-up coolantexits.
A cooling channelin a mold should not be made in such a way that it snakes
through the mold from one end to the otheror evenso that it branchesoff at
one end of the moldonly to reunite at the other end. The ideal cooling condi-
tions can be achieved only with an alternating flow manifolded from side to
side orfront to back. Specifying to the mold makeridealcoolant flow patterns
in a mold can circumvent any suspected possible cooling problemsthat can be
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encounteredwith unknown molds(see Section IV.C and Figure 81). Measure-
ments of mold surface temperatures cannot reveal most improper flow pat-
terns, Even if the wrong coolant flow pattern is proven to be the source of
difficulty, the remedy will usually demand major tooling changes, The mea-
surementof incoming and outgoing coolant temperatures can be helpful; how-
ever,its interpretation can easily be misleading. The changesin temperature
readings can be caused by manyfactors in addition to the change in thermo-
forming conditions. Examples are the flow ratesof the coolant, plumbing and
flow restrictions, coupling of other moldsto the system, cloggingof the cooling
channels, flow-restricting cooling channel surfaces and flow direction changes,
and stagnantpooling of the coolant within the mold.

In a high-speed operation where repeated contact with the heated plastic
is made at least 35 times a minute, mold cooling must be madeall the more
efficiently. To achieve such rapid cooling, the majority of the mold body should
contain as large a volume ofcoolant as possible. The mold can be made such
that only thin wall structures will separate the coolant from the mold surfaces.
In this case the cooling liquid must be pumped with high levels of flow speed
and mustalso receive some turbulentflow characteristics to provide the high-
speed cooling effects. Withoutthis turbulence, whicheliminates the stagnation
in the flow, the cooling efficiencies will drop below satisfactory levels.If further
cooling improvements are needed, mold cooling must be made with the help
of refrigerants.

Negative aspects of mold cooling can be found whenever thermoforming
operation is stoppedandstarted up again. As with any process, the operation
temperaturesare no longer undercontrol when the operation stops. In a con-
tinuous operation, as well as with a continuous cooled mold, the mold will
experience more cooling during the stoppage than the process requires.It is
not unusual after a shutdown for a mold to collect water condensation on its

surfaces. Naturally, such cooled mold surfaces cannotinitially be expected to
function satisfactorily. However, through a few repeatedcycles, the mold can
again be raised to running temperatures, Further temperature elevations of
the mold will be controlled by the mold cooling system. Production startups
cannotgenerally be madeinstantaneously, Before obtaining ideal running con-
ditions, numerous out-of-specifications articles will be produced unless both
preconditioning and interim adjustments are provided. However, as soon as
the running conditions are reached,all interim adjustments should be discon-
tinued and the productionline will settle into a smooth-running operation.

B. Mold Heating

Thereare occasionsin the thermoforming process when the mold temperature
has to be elevated.It is not unusual to elevate mold temperatureto the prox-
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imity of the heatedplastic sheet temperature.In fact, such warmer mold struc.
tures can be beneficial in somespecific thermoforming methods.First, in most
plug-assisted thermoforming,if the plug-assist temperatureis cooler than that
of the heated thermoplastic sheet, unwanted cooling of the forming sheetcan
occur. To avoid suchchilling effects on the sheet, the plug-assist temperature
mustbe elevated to the same heatlevels as the incoming softened thermoplas-
tic. Second, there are particular plastics, such as the CPET materials (crysta}-
lizable polyethylene terephalate), which demand heatable thermoforming molds,
With these particular materials, the mold is heated after the normal thermo-
forming procedures to create crystallization of the plastic. Tray products made
of these materials on heated mold bodies, after the crystallization stage, are
capable of withstanding conventional oven temperatures (400°F) without de-
struction. Currently, such ovenable trays are the “hottest” product items for
the prepared frozen food and TV dinnerindustry.

In the heating of a thermoforming mold, several options are open for
the processor. One of the most commoninitial approachesis to heat the mold
electrically. Usually, the back side of the mold is predrilled andfitted with a
cartridge-type heater. The heat levels are controlled with an embeddedther-
mostat that may workdirectly on the heater elementor, for better control, may
register its reading with an outside control panel where even visual tempera-
ture readings can be obtained. With mostelectrically powered internal heating
systems, the conveniently smal! equipment setup offers many possibilities.
However, as with most sheet-heating heater elements, the same temperature
oscillation will persist and its effects could easily interfere with good thermo-
forming practices. The oscillation levels can be checked with costly control
devices. To obtain mold heating without the slightest chance of temperature
fluctuation,either very sensitive electronic devices or closed-loop temperature
control units should be used. In this method of mold heating, the mold’s ele-
vated temperature is controlled using the samefluid circulating apparatus as
that used for mold cooling. Instead of cooling the circulated fluids, however,
the equipmentwill raise the temperaturesofthe fluids, and through their con-
tact with the mold, the preset heat will be transferred to the mold body. For a
less costly mold heating method,the processor can use an ordinary household
waterheater coupled with a closed-loop plumbing and pumpsystem connected
to the mold’s heating channels. The water heater’s thermostat can be adjusted
to the correct heatlevels, while the water volume and the action of the circu-
lation pump can maintain the mold’s heatat satisfactory levels.

Both electrical and circulating fluid types of heating can produce ele-
vated temperatures in the mold body. However, with these heating methods,
the entire mold body will be heated.If the thermoformingoperatoronly needs
to heat certain areasof the mold or does not wish to use any outside source of
heating, insulating mold materials should be used. Insulating mold materials
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can consist of those materials which, throughthe act of thermoforming absorb
the heatofthe contacting thermoplastic sheet and retain that heatafter contact
has been broken. This insulation can be provided by wood, phenolic, urea,
polyamide formulation, or most popularly, the “syntactic foam” materials. The
principle behindthese materials for the purpose of mold heating can be found
in their ability to pick up readily the higher temperatures of the heated ther-
moplastic sheet. The material’s heat gain is supplied through the forming pro-
cedures when contact is made with the heated thermoplastic sheet. Because
of their heat-insulating characteristics, the insulating materials will also retain
the heat longer in their bodies. The way in which those insulating materials
absorb andhold the heatis closely related to their density. Denser materials
reach their expected temperature levels more slowly than dothe lighter-den-
sity materials and require a greater numberofandpossibly longer contactsin
orderto reach ideal running temperatures. For example,it is not inconceivable
that the phenolic plug-assist materialwill require 10 to 20 formingcycles before
their temperatures will match that of the sheet temperature. However, the
syntactic foam materials can boast notonly fast heating abilities but also out-
standing temperature retention. Syntactic foams are applied to the thermo-
forming molds; their heat accumulation to reach full production running con-
dition can be attained within a few cycles. Only three to a maximum ofsix
forming cycles are needed before their temperatures will match that of the
heated thermoplastic sheet. The real gain with syntactic foam insulating ma-
terial use is most evident when particular metal mold surfaces are exchanged
to this material. In most thermoforming processes, considerable effort is made
to produce well-controlled thermoplastic sheet temperatures and to maintain
such controls throughoutthe entire production. With the adaptation of syn-
tactic foams in the mold, no additional controls will be required, because the
foam temperature will exactly match the sheet temperatures. Theuse of insu-
lating materials such as syntactic foam is adaptedparticularly well to the manu-
facture ofplug assists. However,they are not the only single mold components
in which such materials can be useful. To fully illustrate the usefulness of syn-
tactic foam, in Figure 79 comparisons are made between them and standard
metal plug-assist materials. Most thermoforming toolmakers shape the entire
plug assist out of syntactic foam. This is convenient butnotatall necessary. As
Figure 79 shows, the plug assist makes contact with the heated thermoplastic
sheet only by its leading face. Therefore, capping the plugassist with a '/2- to
1-in.-thick syntactic foam layer will work just as well as a solid plug assist. In
either case, the syntactic foam must be made mountable to a metallic mold
component. The foam canbe drilled and the holes can be tapped and threaded
with any ordinary thread cutter. The material can also be glued to the metal
surfaces; however, with the adhesive mounting; the use oflocating pinsis al-
ways a good practice to avoid any misalignments. Syntactic foam materials can
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FORMED PART FORMED PART

Ic 2c

Figure 79 Benefits of using heat-retaining materials in a thermoforming mold.(1)
All-metal mold: 1a, cooled all-metal mold cavity; 1b, cool all-metal plug assist; 1c,
formed part with heavy flange and bottom,thin sidewalls. (2) Mold with heat-retaining
material (syntactic foam): 2a, capped moldcavity lips (warm lip, cool mold body); 2b,
syntactic foam plug assist (warm); 2c, formed part with even wall thickness.

be purchased to requested dimensions in premanufactured block form. Some
knowledgeable tool shops can manufacture their own custom-shapedsyntactic
foamsby casting them out of a mixture of a fine grade of hollow glass spheres
and epoxy resin. The only criterion that need be consideredis to obtain abso-
lute uniformity in the syntactic foam density, or the material may separate in
the casting. This can easily happen, since the hollow,lightweight, fine glass
beads tend to separate out of the heavier, flowing epoxy materials. The two
materials will separate as the epoxy is setting up. Any separation of this mate-
rial results in density variations within the resulting syntactic foam casting.
Variationsin foam density within a thermoforming moldcaninterfere directly
with the thermoformingresults.

Theuse ofsyntactic foam materials for creating a warm mold surfaceis
most appropriate with continuous web-fed thermoforming. In web-fed opera-
tions, syntactic foam can reach running conditions within three or more form-
ing cycles. If no stoppage is experienced, temperature control will never be
needed to maintain the ideal mold temperatures. The few flawed production
cycles made at startup cannotbe held against this mold-temperature-control-
ling method. The same temperature-controlling method with syntactic foam
mold components can be madeto workin a sheet-fed thermoforming opera-
tion, but only whenthe cycles are produced in rapid succession.In a sheet-fed
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operationitis also necessary that the insulating mold material have an oppor-
tunity to receive heat and maintainit from cycle to cycle.If there are extremely
long intervals betweencycles, the high cost of the thermoforming material
sacrificed in the beginning of the processwill probably offset the advantages
of this mold-heating methodin the sheet-fed operation.

C. Programmed Temperature Molds

There are basically two types of programmed temperature thermoforming
molds. The first changes temperatures along its entire body. For example,
within a single process cycle, a cool mold has to change from cold to hot and
back again. Necessary, radical temperature changes can be accomplished in
several ways. A mold can have the normal cooling channels with a coolant
flowing through them, and simultaneously have electrically powered embed-
ded cartridge heater elements. The heater elements’ heat will override the
cooling effects of the coolant. Whenthe poweris turned on, the mold gets hot;
whenit is turned off, the flowing cooling fluids take over and cool the mold.
Foradditionalefficiency, the coolantfluid can be shutoff to gain faster heating
times. Either way, when a mold hasto change its temperature radically,it will
take some timefor the change to take effect. Mold temperature reactionswill
be slower when the molds have higher body mass,since a lighter body mass
can accommodate temperature changes muchfaster. The only sensitivity to be
watched for with this changing mold temperature process is that the molds
should be constructed of materials that can take the rapid temperature changes
withoutfalling apart. Most metal molds are not affected by the usual heat-re-
lated expansionsand contractions. A minor problem encountered dueto the
temperature changesis that of loosened screwfittings. However, molds with
a nonmetallic or multimaterial makeup can react adversely to rapidly alternat-
ing temperaturesduetovariousrates ofexpansion among the materials. When
a mold is constructed from several different types of materials, the second type
of programmed temperature thermoforming mold comesintoplay. This type
of construction creates molds that develop different temperatures within the
same mold bodyas they are used. Instead of having a uniform temperature
throughout its body, the mold will have areas that are cooled and areas that
are either heated by an outside source or remain warm from the contacting
thermoplastic sheet. The principle behind these moldslies in the fact that the
thermoplastic sheet material will stretch more at the warmer contact points
(where nocooling is administered) andat the sametimewill resist stretching
where cooling is applied. This is the purpose of a programmed temperature
mold. The warm segments of the mold contacting the heated thermoplastic
sheet will not cool these areas and thusallow stretching to occur there. The
other sections of the moldwill chill the thermoplastic material through the
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uncompromising quality and success for the thermoformer. Guidelines as to
correct placementof the syntactic foam moldinserts are difficult to give be-
cause placementis highly dependent on mold configurations and designinter-
actions. In many instances, a trial-and-error method can lead the practitioner
to the most ideal mold segmentation.It is highly advisable that before metal
cutting or milling is attempted in the mold structure, stick-on tape be placed
on the selected cutaway areas for testing purposes. Although the tape’s insu-
lating abilities are not suitable for permanent use, the tape will give some
indication as to whetherthe area’s shape andsize will permit properfunction-
ing. If changes have to be made,it is far easier to try a different tape patch
than to rework the mold. The use of tape can be considered a test measure
only because the tape will leave its own impressions on the formedarticle,
probably renderingit unusable.

contact; because of the cooling, the colder areas will not stretch as muchin
comparison and perhaps notatall.

The mold for this programmed temperaturesetup is constructed within
the sameconfiguration as any other mold, However,insteadofsingle-material
construction, a second insulating material thatis like syntactic foam is added
to the particular areas. The syntactic foam mold inserts are fitted into cutaway
areas milled out of the original mold body, creating molds that have thein-
tended mold configuration but with different materials incorporated into their

~ body. For example, a male mold can have a “cold” aluminum body, while its
four corner areas are madeof syntactic foam, which becomes warm.Inare-
versed arrangement, the mold body is madeof syntactic foam material andits
comers are segmented out of aluminum.In this arrangement, the aluminum
cornerinserts are extended down thefull height of the mold in orderto attain
cooling through contact with the mounting plate (Figure 80). Moldslike this
provide a combination of warm and coolareas, making up the moldstructure
in a preplanned fashion. Cleverly managed mold structures with preplanned
warm and cool areas can provejust as effective a means as preprogrammed
heating of the thermoplastic sheet. Between these two advanced heat manage-
ment techniques—programmedsheetheatingandintelligently designed mold
temperature variations—the thermoformercanachieve outstanding wall thick-
ness distribution in a thermoformedarticle. The managementof temperature
control within the thermoplastic sheet and on the mold surfaces can result in

I. SPECIAL MOLDS

Thermoforming often presents an out-of-the-ordinary challenge where rou-
tine thermoforming techniques with customary thermoforming molds cannot
provide a specific need. Sometimes, a special mold construction or mold sur-
face treatmentis needed that can alter the thermoformingresults in the favor
of the processor. A special surface treatment ora different mold material can
often establish major improvements within the process by making the product
more eye appealing or possibly, easier to produce. Either of these benefits
obtained throughspecial mold applicationswill favor the specific or particular
specialization. Most thermoforming procedures do not require specialized
molds, and the higher costs ofsuch molds can be prohibitive in the manufacture
of the thermoformedarticle. Even though special moldsare used only on rare
occasions, they are worth mentioning. The knowledge and use of them can
prove valuable whentheir special application is adapted to a mold. The ther-
moforming practitioner will have to make the final decision as to when and
where to apply specialized mold features.

A. Mold Surfaces

When the thermoforming mold doesnoteasily release the formed article, the
slow release action may damage the product or hamper production speeds.
Difficulty in the release of the part generally stems from deep-drawn,intricate
design patterns or nominal sidewall taper angles. The surface binding that
often occurs will happen soonerand create more problems with male molds;

_ female mold configurationsareless sensitive to release problems. Molds made
out of the customary metals and carrying the usual mold surface finishes may
not provide the necessary surface slipperiness that some design configurations

 
1 2

Figure 80 Programmed temperature molds: (1) cool aluminum mold body with
warm syntactic foam inserts; (2) warm syntactic foam body with cool aluminum inserts
extended all the way to a backupplate.
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require. In these instances the mold surfaces can be treated with a specia}
surface coating that will make the surface slippery. There are instances when
the mold surface must be madetoresist frictional wear or even physical dam.
age from abusive operating practices. Mold surfaces can encounter a harsh
chemical environment. Certain chemical coatings or thermoplastic materia]
compound combinations can induce corrosion of the mold surfaces. Some
chemicalattacks may not be readily noticeable on the mold,butcan in a longer
period, cause majordestruction. Special mold materials or surface coatings
can provide ample resistance to chemical damage. There are several sources
of physical or chemical destruction that can be encountered in many of the
thermoforming processes. When signs of damage to a mold are observed,itis
most important that preventive steps be taken to solve the problem. Unfortu-
nately, most problem solving addresses the damage,not the causeof the dam-
age. The sensible way to resolve the problem is to pinpointthe true causes of
the problem and then proceed to eliminate them permanently.

1. Release Coatings

Dueto the effects of shrinkage, a thermoformedarticle often will simply not
release readily from the mold. Such difficulties are encountered more often
with male molds than with female molds. This problem can be further aggra-
vated by a combination of mold configurations where male or female mold
structures carry opposing mold configurations within themselves. Releaseis
hamperedeven further when the mold designs are made with almostnoside-
wall taper angles. A thermoformeroftenrealizes that all these negative ther-
moforming aspects will appear to some degree or other during most projects.
Before using mechanical force to help remove the formedarticle duringstrip-
ping, it is a good idea to apply a slip and release agent. Chemicalslip and
release agents can usually be applied directly to the plastic sheet. However,
these chemical coatings may negatively affect the plastic and furtheruse of the
finished products. The chemicals applied to the plastic, for example, must have
FDAapprovalif the thermoformedarticles are to come in contact with food.
Release agent chemicals could present a problem later in fabrication, gluing,
and sealing of a thermoformedarticle or can even interfere with painting or
labeling. Therefore, chemical coatings applied to the thermoplastic sheet or
sprayed on the mold surfaces must be used with caution.

Many mold makers choose to use baked-on Teflon coating applied to
the mold surface. This is a good method touse to provideslippage to nonslip-
ping mold surfaces. The baked-on Teflon is durable (this is the composition
and surface treatment used for “nonstick” cookware) and can provide a func-
tional, long-lasting surface. The permanentTeflon coating, due to its baked-on
finish, is applied only to metal molds,especially aluminum molds. In time the
abrasiveness of someplastics can wear off the Teflon coating. Wear on the
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Teflon surface is usually gradual and by no means uniform. In spots where
more surface friction is present, more wearwill be realized. If enough wearis
encountered, the part release becomes a hindrance to production, and the
mold must be pulled out of the thermoforming machine. Theold, partially
worn Teflon coating mustbe stripped from the mold’s surface and a new Teflon
coating baked on. The minute thickness of the Teflon coating is normally not
a hindrance in the thermoforming procedure. Only in somecritical high-speed
operationswill the Teflon coating interfere by acting as an insulating surface
in the cooling phase of the thermoforming. Again,it is up to the thermoforming
practitioner when and whereto use Teflon coating on a mold surface, and a
lack of full analysis of a particular thermoforming situation may produce an
incorrect decision. Theextra cost ofTeflon coating becomesa luxury only when
it is completely unnecessary.

2. Damage-Resistant Mold Surfaces

Thermoformingtooling placed in operation can often encounter a rough and
potentially damaging environment. The thermoplastic sheet material used in
a particular thermoforming process can have abrasive qualities that in the
product removalcycles can cause substantial mold surface wear. Design con-
figuration and plastic shrinkage contribute heavily to such mold surface de-
struction. The surface often experiences only minor wear, resulting simply in
a polished surface area andis notsignificantly damaging. However, when criti-
cal portions experience wear,this can prove detrimentalto the thermoformed
product outcome. For example, the undercut and the stacking lugscan easily
be worn awayin constantly repeated production. Thermoformedarticles con-
taining undercutdesignswill usually resist removal during stripping from the
mold. The thermoplastic material actually has to be forced outof the mold by
a mechanicalstripping action. Undercut formationstrippingwillitself increas-
ingly force the plastic against the mold surface at these critical areas. The high
pressures between the facing plastic and mold surface, combinedwith the slid-
ing movement, will create unusually high levelsoffrictional forces. With softer,
tubbery plastics, such stripping actions may notbe noticeableatall; however,
plastic materials having firmer consistencies or containing materialfillers (pig-
ments, stiffeners, or strengthening compounds such aschalkorglass fibers)
can have highly abrasive tendencies. An abrasive material on the mold surfaces
actsjust like fine-grit sandpaperandwill rapidly wear down mostsofter tooling
materials.

Thereare also times when molds are damaged by people. When operat-
ing personnel experiencedifficulties with part stripping and the problem may
not be a constantone, instead of resolving the predicamentatits source, most
Operation personnelwill resort to temporary measuresto cure the problem.
Withouteither consultation or authorization,they will attack the problem with
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Theuseofexotic metal substanceswith highly specialized surfacing does have
its place in thermoforming. These molds are not run-of-the-mill production
tools and are produced only for specific needs, and their price tag will reflect
this. A highly dimensional-toleranced thermoforming mold madeofberyllium
cavities and syntactic foam plug assists with trim-in-place hardened toolsteel
inserts together with all the accompanying manifoldsforair, vacuum, and cool-
ing can Carry price tags comparableto most injection molds. Yet even with the
equally substantialprice tag, a thermoforming moldwill probably havea great-
er numberofupswithin its mold configuration than will an injection mold. In
addition, with the higher process cycles, thermoformingoffers the advantage
of higher outputrates. High-quality thermoforming moldscan boast accurate
and refined details that closely duplicate injection mold tolerance levels. Molds
made with this high degree of quality are specifically used when the customer
is asking for high levels of detail and uniformity from onearticle to the next.
The thermoforming equipmentinto which these moldsarefit must have equal-
ly accurate and precise functions. Theslightest deviation in platen movement
and registration can cause misalignment between the two mating mold halves.
Sloppy alignmentcan seriously damage the entire mold. When dealing with a
precise mold arrangement,extra care must be taken wheninstalling the molds
into the machinery. Molds with nominal clearances between their female cavi-
ties and their male counterparts must have locating pinsfitted into the mating
bodies to assure proper mold alignment. The locating pins are removed after
the mold is securedto the platens. Setting up a highly accurate mold in a criti-
cal thermoforming process should not depend on an “eyeball” method for
alignment, as may be done in some general-purpose thermoforming mold
alignment.

In an especially demanding thermoforming process whenthe basic sheet-
forming technique incorporates borrowed techniques of compression mold-
ing, the common thermoforminglimits can be further extended. With the ad-
aptation of compression molding techniques, the two mating mold surfaces
squeeze the thermoplastic sheet between them through the mechanicalforce
of the platens. With this method, extra benefits can be gained.First, the ther-
moplastic sheet can be squeezed into much smaller-radiused corner forms than
normal thermoforming methodswill allow. Second,surface design patterns of
a mold can be squeezed andtransferred into the forming plastic, just as in a
Stamping operation. Third, a perfectly parallel and absolutely flat surface can
be squeezedinto a plastic sheet by the two opposing mold surfaces. This is
most important when a close-to-perfectflange is to be produced on a thermo-
formed container, one that will offer an acceptable “double-seam” sealing
capability with a crimped metallid. This flat, parallel flange surface andits
surface smoothnesscan be producedsatisfactorily by this method only between
the two opposing mold surfaces.

a safety knife or a rigged-up “clawing” tool (a wooden handlewith wire org
nail securedto its tip) to gouge out or disengage the stuck article from the
mold.This practice is not only damaging to the mold surfaces but is dangeroug
to the operating personnel, Such practices should be treated as an unsafe act
and immediately stopped for safety reasons unless acceptable “equipment
lockout”is implemented during dislodging of the article. In most instances,
mold surface damagewill occur that indicates undesirable operating practices
and should send a loud warningsignal to supervisory personnel.

The mold damage causedbysharp, damaging toolscaneasily be resolved
by using metals harder than aluminum ortreating the aluminum with “hard.
coating” anodization. This hard coating of aluminum is a chemical diptreat.
mentthat treats only the exposed surfaces of the aluminum mold body. The
surface treatment is produced in a minute thickness (about 0.002 in.). Al.
thoughits hardnessis difficult to measure because ofits thinness and the softer
body backing, the treatment’s resultant hardness is comparable to about 60
Rockwell hardness.In spite ofits thinness, the hard coating will provide out-
standing damage and wearprotection for the aluminum mold body. Hard-
coating anodization of aluminum mold surfaces should not be considered for
all mold constructions; such an expenditure should be madeonly wherea par-
ticular condition in thermoforming warrants such a surface.

Onelast type of mold surface damage worth mentioning is chemical
attack. Airborne contaminants—thermoplastic-carried corrosive chemicals
combinedwith the normal “sweat” (condensation) on the mold surface—can
have corrosive results on most metal molds. Molds containing steel compo-
nentswill show rusting almost immediately, while those containing aluminum
will show someresistance to normalcorrosion unless a highly active corrosive
residue is encountered. Mold sweatis almost pure distilled water and has the
potential of reacting chemically with the aluminum. Whenantifog agents or
other chemical treatments are used on the thermoplastic sheet surfaces, such
materials can be deposited onto the mold surfacesto react later with the alu-
minum. The destruction of the aluminum molds may not be rapid but can be
extremeif given enough time. When a corrosive environmentis encountered,
the thermoforming processor has two options: to flush or spray the mold pe-
riodically with a corrosion-neutralizing solution, or to build the mold outof a
metalthatis less vulnerable to the specific corrosive environment. Such metals
would normally be a brass or beryllium alloy which will resist corrosion in any
thermoformingsituation. The use of these metals can increase basic moldcosts
at least two- to threefold.

B. High-Quality Mold Materials

Thermoforming molds that require extraordinary construction or materials for
specific thermoforminguses,althoughrare, can havehighly desirable benefits.
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The samecriteria will exist when the thermoforming goal is to develop
an optically distortion-free bottom area on a clear thermoformedreceptacle,
In this case, the two facing mold portions, which create the specific bottom
area, must mate with enough force to squeezethe plastic sheet and provide
the distortion-free parallel surface. To provide a flawless impression on the
plastic, the mold surfaces can be chromeornickel plated. In this way, a per-
fectly smooth mirrorlike mold surface will be squeezed directly onto the plas-
tic. With this compression-type molding technique, any excess material can
also be squeezed out under the two mating mold surfaces and pushedinto the
sidewalls. When the stretching procedureis timed correctly, this squeezed-out
excess material can easily be absorbed into the sidewall without anytrace.If
the stretchingis insufficient, the material will show up as a circumferentialstep
or bulge on the sidewalls near the squeezed surface area.

There is one more aspect of high-quality molds that should be discussed
here. The best-quality molds and most delicate thermoforming machinesare
no guarantee of successif the thermoplastic sheet is not administered with
equal preciseness throughout the thermoforming process. To satisfy such cri-
teria, a mold-mounted clamping device must be applied. These specific clamp-
ing units are either built to surround the entire mold in a framelike fashion,
orwhenindividual sheet capture is needed for each mold, the clamping mecha-
nism is built either in a grid pattern or with an independently operating clamp
system (see Figures 13 and 14). All of these types of clamping mechanisms
incorporated with a thermoforming mold require high levels of engineering,
not only for the particular function but for compactness. Internal clamping
units mustbe closely fitted around each mold body without interference from
the mold actuations.

C. Special-Purpose Molds

Every so often, a special mold is called into service to be used for a specific
product andits adaptation will fit only that situation or productline. Since they
cannot be usedfor any other thermoforming method because oftheir speciali-
zation, some special-purpose molds are tied to specific industries or specific
end-user categories. Each special-purpose mold has its own criteria, material
makeup,and specialized thermoforming technique. Knowledge of these spe-
cial-purpose molds and how to use them is most valuable when a thermoform-
ing processor becomesinvolved with unusual tasks or project developments.
Havingthis knowledgeis just one aspect of maintaining a large base ofhelpful
hints upon which to draw when working to solve a newly encounteredtask.

1. Porous Mold Materials

Thermoforming molds can be produced out of materials—metallic or non-
metallic—that provide a high degree of porosity throughout the mold body.
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The real advantage of using such porous materials is that the entire mold sur-
face can becomeactivated by the vacuum forces. In ordinary moldcavity air
evacuation, where holesaredrilled for the introduction ofa vacuum,no further
pulling of the material will be achieved on the areas betweenthe hole patterns.
On the other hand, porous molds present an entire surface of holes for the
vacuum. As some pores on the surface become deactivated by the forming
plastic, the remaining poreswill receive even more ofthe forming forces. When
using porous surface molds,the only criterion to be metis that all the nones-
sential surfaces, such as the mold’s outer surface, be sealed off with a sealant
that plugs up the porosity in these nonessential mold surfaces. This will direct
all the vacuum forces to the actual forming surface. With this porous mold
surface, the vacuum forming force will apply all its power evenly along the
surface, creating surface detail transfer so good that even the finest surface
patterns of an animal hide can be duplicated perfectly. Since the surface of
porous molds contains numeroustiny holes, even the most delicate sewing-
thread details can be transferred to the forming plastic. The thermoplastic
sheet thickness remainsa factorin detail transfer, of course; thinner materials
show detail better than dothicker ones.

Porous molds can be produced of metallic materials such as aluminum
powder,seizing the fine particles together, or ceramic-type materials that are
baked. The main drawback to porous moldsis their poor heat transferability.
Molds made of porous material cannot be used where rapid cycle repetition
is mandated. Dueto their low coolingabilities, such moldsare limited to use
in somewhat-low-volumeproductions.

2. Dual-Function Molds

Some moldsserve a dual function. They are first used as thermoforming molds
to form a thin skin out of the thermoplastic material. After the forming is
completed, the formed sheetis retained in the mold andwill index out of the
forming station together with the mold. The two will then register into a new
station, where the formed bodyis subjected to a second process. This second
process can apply various secondary applications, such as foam filling, coating,
adhesive spraying, and flock application. After the secondary application is
performed, the combinedarticle is removed from the mold, which then returns
to the primary thermoforming stage. This type of mold can be placed into a
rotary thermoforming machine formatorcan be set into a single-station ther-
moforming setup. In both instances, after completion of the thermoforming
process, the mold will either index into a subsequentstationorbeflipped over
to an upward-facing position and subjected to the secondary process. Through-
out these secondary operations, the thermoformedarticle remains in the mold
and is subjected to a subsequent process whichfinalizes the thermoformed
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productintoits finished form. Moldslike this are most commonin the auto-
motiveindustry, oneof the popular products being the automobile dashboard,
First, a thinly skinned surface structure is thermoformed;this is not removed
from the mold. The mold,with the formedskin,will index into a foam molding
operation. The original mold is closed on another mold half, creating a new
foam injection mold. Other product applications can be madejust as easily
with this type of thermoforming technique.

3. Surrogate Molds

In this specialized thermoforming arrangement,insteadofusing a permanent
moldinstallation, a previously produced product body is substituted for the
mold. The actual forming of the thermoplastic sheet is made right on the sur-
rogate mold form, which after thermoforming actually becomespart ofthe
manufactured article. For each thermoforming cycle a new surrogate mold
body is placed or indexed into the forming area. After thermoforming, the
combined structure is removed. During thermoforming, both the surrogate
mold structure and the thermoplastic sheet that has been formed onit will
undergo unification. Actually, due to the heat involved with the forming,a
strong bond can develop between the surrogate mold surface and the forming
plastic. The bond can be further improved by the use of heat-activated adhe-
sives. This feature of bonding can be judged as both an advantage and an
objective for using this type of thermoforming procedure. One of many prod-
ucts produced in this way is car door panels. In making this product, the sur-
rogate mold consists of a composite “substrate” backing material. The material
is a wood-particle-based product which by some special process can be formed
into the desired configuration. The formed composite substraight panel be-
comes the mold. Through its porosity or any drilled holes, vacuum can be
applied for thermoforming. As the thermoplastic sheet is formed onto the
substrate,just like a skin, they bond strongly to each other. Because no mold
is involved and the composite material is not an ideal mold cooling medium,
only air cooling achieves proper cooling.

There are other products that can be manufactured using the surrogate
mold thermoforming techniques, but they are more commonlyclassified under
packaging methods. One such method is “skin packaging,” in which the actual
packaged goods becomethe surrogate mold. Theplastic film is actually ther-
moformed rightover the to-be-packaged item. The content becomesthe mold
and theplastic film will enclose it, formed to its contours. The vacuum forces
are usually applied through the hole pattern, punched into cardboard stock
prior to the application of the film. Through these holes, vacuum is adminis-
tered whichpulls the film against the cardboard and the product to be pack-
aged,creating a finished package.
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4. Twin-Sheet-Forming Molds

For simultaneous thermoforming of twin thermoplastic sheet stocks into a
single product, two opposing female moldsare required. The two molds’ cavity
configurations do not need to be matching. The only criterion that must be
metwith these thermoforming moldsis that the two molds must have matching
cavity lip contours. These mating cavity lips are the key elementin this ther-
moforming process since they form the sealing surface for unification of the
two parts. The end results of this process closely duplicate those of a blow-
molding process.

The conceptof twin-sheet thermoformingis used mainly to produceho!-
low products from sheets instead of from a molten glob or parison. As in blow
molding, these products are made to encapsulate air to provide flotation or
for the storageof liquids. For example, small boat hulls, surfboards, motorfuel
tanks, chemical shipping containers, and double-sided signs are good candi-
datesfor this type of thermoforming and mold construction.

Forming of the twin sheet is made similarly to customary vacuum or
pressure forming. The only difference in twin-sheet forming is that airflow
must be provided betweenthe two sheets to accomplish the forming. Ifvacuum
forces are used, air from the atmosphere must be allowed to enter between
the two forming sheets. With pressure forming, the pressure force should be
introduced between the twin sheets without air escape to accomplish full form-
ing. Whether vacuum,air pressure, or a combination is used for the forming,
the two molds must be squeezed together immediately to perform the sealing
of the two thermoformedhalves. Thereare severalvariationsofthis technique,
but someare proprietary in nature.

IV. COMMON MOLD ERRORS

Most thermoformers whoareclosely involved with the production of thermo-
forming can find themselves in a competitive environment, concernedwith the
cost of molds and their trouble-free operation. Each concern hasspecific cri-
teria that must be met to guarantee success, Errors madein thermoform tool-
ing, especially in the mold, can halt most thermoformingefforts. They can not
only cause problemsfor thermoforming producers, but could even affect sub-
sequent productusers, Difficulties in a thermoforming process can be caused
by many things or by a combination of problems.It is also possible that a
suspected fault is not the actual causeof the difficulties; hidden causesare also
involved. Inaccurate, hastily made problem detection often misleads the ther-
moforming processor.

In the thermoforming process many forming difficulties can be traced
back to the errors madein the original mold. This is especially true when new
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mold fixtures are first put into operation. In mold construction notall tool
shopsare equally familiar with the specific process requirement. Certain tool
shops place more emphasis on mold appearance and overly specified dimen-
sions than on proper function. On the other hand,if important mold features
are not madeupproperly,it will cause faulty functions in the thermoforming,
Tooling quotations received from various tool shops can often be very differ-
ent, not only in pricing but in mold quality as well. Thermoforming practition-
ers must compare tooling costs and evaluate each quotation. Low-pricedtool-
ing which later needs rework or modification can in the long run cost more
than higher-priced molds which will not need modification or rework.

Please rememberthat a good mold maker knowswhereto constructhigh
degreesof tolerance in the mold and at the same time recognizes whereless
workeffort and cost-saving procedures are acceptable. Most mold makers who
are acquainted with this critical but generally not followed rule, can provide
the best working-quality thermoforming molds without exorbitant cost. Un-
fortunately, not all tool shops can produce a wide range of mold construction
at a competitive price.

The most commonly encountered tooling errors involve vent-hole place-
ment, poor forming force connection, poor mold cooling practice, incorrect
mold alignment, unfilled mold gaps, and overly specified molds.

A, Vent-Hole Placement

This is the most common mold-makingerror. Drilling holes into critical areas
in the moldis not only time consuming,butnotall areas are readily accessible.
The mold’s body often has to be tilted to clear the drill chuck in the drilling
procedure.It is also possible that the bodyis not drilled all the way through to
create an open channelfor the forming force or that the hole size and number
are insufficient for thermoforming.

Remedy: Additional holes or enlarged holes should be drilled into the
mold body.

B. Poor Forming Force Connection

This could be blamedpartially on the mold. The connecting hoses or plumbing
lines between the mold and the forming source (vacuum pumporair compres-
sor) are probablyat fault. Insufficient line size or connections made with re-
duced size couplings can also cause poor forming forces. In both casesit will
cause a reduction in the forming forces. The reduced airflow could cause the
sameresults if flow reduction is incorporated somewhereinside the mold’s

“Remedy: Plumbinglines,fittings, and connecting couplers of sufficient
size should be used to connect the forming source with the ventholesin the
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mold. The mold’s body should be equippedwith sufficient branching connec-
tions from the plumbingentranceto the venting holes. Adequatecross-section
machined-in channeling (milled-in gating) should notcause restricted airflow;
however, if any undersized gatingis present, it should be enlarged.

It is also worth mentioning that in most thermoforming machineinstal-
lations and operations the only vacuum gaugeis available andinstalled right
at the vacuum pump. Having a vacuum gauge and taking a reading near the
pump maynot provide an accurate indication as to what the vacuum levelis
at the mold. Often plumbing restrictions, longer distance between the vacuum
pumpandthe mold,plus a multitude ofplumbingturnswith elbowinstallations
can reduce the flow and deprive the force of vacuum at the mold. It would be
advisable to have another vacuum gaugeinstalled near the mold,thatis visible
to the operator throughoutthe entire forming cycle. The gauge next to the
mold not only can indicate the maximum levels of vacuum available at the
beginning of the formingcycle, but can give additionalvital information as to
how the vacuum and mold functions are behaving throughout the forming.It
can provide knowledge about the mold: whetherit has a leak orinsufficient
sealing is achieved between the thermoplastic sheet and the mold,if the vac-
uum forming is performed too slowly, and gives comparison to the previous
forming speeds.It also can give a good indication to the vacuum system recov-
ery rate for the next forming cycle.

This vacuum gauge when placed next to the mold must be hooked upto
the main vacuum line. On a few occasions I have observed that this vacuum

gauge next to the mold had a longseparateline thatis directly connected back
to the vacuum pump.In such installations, the gaugeis next to the mold, but
it is reading the vacuum conditions at the pump. Such a reading cannot and
will not provide the information the operator needs. The normaland custom-
ary reading of the vacuum gauge should indicate a substantial drop in vacuum
levels as the forming is accomplished, but the vacuum level drop should stop
at one point and then a recovery or increase in vacuum levels should follow.
If the reading on the gauge drops downto zero,it is a good indication that
there is a substantial leak in the system that needsto be repaired.

C. Poor Mold Cooling Practice

Mosterrors in mold cooling are caused by improper coolant flow controls.
Timeafter time, the wrongvalve is used to adjustfluid flow. For quick visual
identification of the outflowing valve, the valve should be painted bright blue.
The seconderror, an improperly designed cooling channel, is not as common,
butits results are serious and far moredifficult to resolve. When a mold has a
wide range of temperature variations, especially from one areato the next, an
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Figure 81 Cooling channelpatterns: (1) undulatory cooling pattern; (2) branching
cooling pattern; (3) alternating flow pattern with outside manifolds and twoinlets and
outlets.

incorrect cooling flow pattern is strongly indicated.It is also possible that the
mold can absorb more heatat the side facing the oven.

Remedy: All mold cooling channel designs should be preplannedto use
an alternating flow pattern with external manifolding (Figure 81). The mold
must have sufficient flow rates. In certain molds where extreme heat removal
is in demand,flow-turbulent-causinginstallation should be implemented. Tur-
bulent fluid flow should be created within the mold body to eliminate the
slightest coolantfluid stagnation.

D. Incorrect Mold Alignment

This is not a true mold-making error; however, the mold maker can ensure
that such an error should not develop. Theerroris usually encountered when
the moldis installed into a thermoforming machine and the two opposing mold
halves are notaligned with each other. In an extremely severe case, the two
misaligned mold halves, upon closing, can seriously damage each other. The
problemis less noticeable if the misalignmentis minute; however,it canstill
cause problemsin thermoforming. a

Remedy:Installation of locating pins or alignment clamps notonly elim!-
nates such misalignment problems but can reduce mold changeovertimeaswell.

E. Unfilled Mold Gaps

This should not be judged as a mold-makererror; however, most of the time
the outcomeof the forming result will prompt the practitioner to check the
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mold or mold setup. This problem will exist only when using a thermoplastic
foam material. The thermoplastic foam for thermoforming must be made of
closed-cell foam structure. An open-cell foam tends to collapse in foam struc-
ture when subjected to heat. Forthis reason, closedcells or at least a high count
ofclosed-cell-content forms, are adequateonly for the thermoformingprocess.
In thermoforming, only closed-cell foam sheetwill expand in a thickness ratio
of approximately 2:1 when exposedto heat. For example,a '/,-in.-thick heated
foam sheetis originated from a '/s-in. thickness. If the foam material contains
higher open-cell counts, or the sheetis subjected to sometype of foam destruc-
tion prior to thermoforming,its expansion rate (blow-upratio) will be severely
reduced.

Expanded foam material in the thermoforming process is compressed
between the two opposing mold halves.If the foam does not expand enough
in thicknessto fill the mold gap, the formed part wall measurementswill be
undersized. Undersized wall thicknessin the forming is often blamed on mold-
making or setup errors. However, the lack of material thickness is the cause
of reducedthickness in the product, after forming, not a faulty mold or poor
mold setup.

Remedy:First, the foam material thickness should be gauged. Second,
the foam should be subjected to heat to gain its maximum expansionrate, then
measured tosee if there is any expansion. If the foam does not expandtofill
the required mold gap,it should not be expected to thermoform in full detail
on bothsidesof the article. The unfilled mold gap areaswill remain unfilled
even after the introduction of higher vacuum forces. Such foam material should
be replaced with anothersheet which has the proper amountofexpansion rate
or increased gauge thickness. An alternative solution is to reduce the mold
gap. However,it will result in diminished strength of the finishedarticle.

F. Overly Specified Molds

Thermoforming moldsare often specified to extremely high quality standards,
Corners and sidewall/bottom radius are often designed andspecified in detail
that the particular thermoforming methodis unable to produce. Surface fin-
ishing could also be specified in a more refined texture than the particular
thermoforming method would require. Short-run production moldsor experi-
mental molds madeofhigh-grade materials or mold-making materials used in
a “lavish” way are unnecessary. It may please the purchaser, butit will not
enhance mold performance and can add to the mold’s cost. As mentioned
earlier, a good mold makeris one who knowshow to provide top-quality, ac-
curate moldswhile offering the best tooling pricing.
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